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ASSU: recovering from $7000 deficit
AMY BARANSKI
News Editor

the operating money for the council, goes into clubs and club activi-

Clubs oncampus willfeel a pinch
for money this year because of a
$7,000 deficit in the ASSU budget.
Thedeficit is due inpart to a tight
budget, miscommunication andillkept records.
Furthermore, the council knew
that they wouldgo into debt at the
beginning of the year.
Peter Koski, Vice President of
Finance during the 1999-2000 academic year, was advised by previous ASSUcouncil memberstooverspend. According to Koski, overspending would "justify the need
for an increased budget."
It was believedthatifthe council
stayed within their budget, the administrationwouldbelievethatthey
were willing to accept that budget
:md could make do with what they
were given.
Koski was sure that the administration would notice the deficit.
However, the strategicoverspending failed to catch the eye of the
administration.Denis Ransmeier,
Vice President ofFinance and Administration, was unaware of the
overspending.
Every year theASSUcouncil gets
aportionof theuniversity'sbudget.
According to George Sedano, director of the center of event planning and student activities, ASSU
hasbeenawarded$40,000eachyear
for thepast two years. Thismoney,

ties.
"From the administration's perspective,they still provide us with
the same amount of money as last
year. But because we have to zero
out ournegativeaccounts weare,in
fact, starting out with $33,000,"

said Virgil Domaoan,ASSU President.
"The budget that we were given
was not nearly sufficient to finance
all of the council's ambitions, let
alone the growing ambitions ofthe
85 plus clubs registered with
ASSU," Koski explained.
Accordingto Koski, the majority
of the debt was due to generous
fundingof campus clubs.
'Telling clubs that they cannot
sponsor an event that they have
been planning for a year, and that
has been an SU tradition, for many
years was not a considerationfrom
ourpoint of view," Koski said.
Some of the clubs that received
the most monetary rewards were
the Hui O' Nani club for their annual luau, the debate team for their
competition in Oxford, Habitatfor
Humanity and the Calcutta Club,
for their extensive service projects.
"We like to diversify our appropriations so that our money could
support academic clubs, service
clubs, as well as multi-cultural
clubs," Koski said.
Angela Rivieccio, the only returning member from last year's

Steve Sullivan, ASSU VicePresidentofFinance anticipatesa tighter budgetfar clubs andstudent activities this
year.

ASSU Councilremembers that the
Appropriations Committee, which
is in charge of giving monies to
clubs,had todeny certaingroups of
money requests, The budget could
not support all the requests.

"Keeping financial records was
problematic,"Koski said.
Registered clubs are required to
submit a budgetrequestform. These
requests are reviewedon a case by
case basis.
When the amount is awarded,the

clubs do not receivethe money up
Thecouncildidn't alwaysrequire
front. Instead,they use areimburse- the two-weekperiod forthe time of
ment system whereby the Appro- documentation. The delay resulted
priations Committee gives them in an unbalancedaccount. Ifclubs
money after sufficient documenta- didnot submittheirreceipts, ASSU
tionof the costs.
didnot account for the money.
"The challenge is that there are
Clubs have a two-week period in
which they can collect and turn in several places on campus that will
bill an account without verifying
their receipts andinvoices.
According to Steve Sullivan, that there'smoney in that account,"
ASSU Vice President of Finance, Sedano said.
that's where the problem started
continued on page 2
last year.

Students campaign to register voters
feels is an apatheticpolitical trend the United States
"Young people don't feel that
"Making it easier for people to
population.
get registered, especially people politicians represent them, so they
"We're really happy with that," who are new to the area and aren't don't vote. And because young
Farretta, president of the organiza- yet oriented, really increases the people don't vote, the politicians
tion, saidof the turnout.
chances that they'll actually vote." don't represent them," Knappsaid.
Hedbe
In the 1996 nationalelectiononly
Thedriveconsisted of v olunteers Hedberg
said.
withclipboards and reg"I wanted to help regis- about 30 percent of 18 to 24-yeartervotersbecauseI
istration forms in highbelieve oldsvoted. Knapphopes theseelectraffic areas, and tables
theonly waya government tions will be more promising.
set up inprominent spots
The Young Democrats held a
like our own can work is
such as the entrance to
withplenty ofcivilianpar- Debate Watch party in the Murphy
106.That' smore than three percent

HILA LENZ

Staff Reporter

of the university's undergraduate

Students and faculty crowded into
the Quad, eager to feast upon hamburgers at the Annual Fall Picniclast week. Simon Farretta hopes
they will come as eagerly to the
polls Nov. 7.
ThosecomingintotheQuad from
theNorthwest cornermayhaveseen
Farretta and fellow volunteer Cait
Hedberg at a table registering vot-

ticipation."

the Quad.

Apartments Tuesday, in what

It is Hedberg's first year Farretta calls "the superbowl of
"People were very receptive," Farretta said.
at SU, as well as her first politics." About20 peoplegathered
voter registration drive hosted by "I've volunteered with a
year voting in the presi- around the big screen television in
theSeattleUniversityYoungDemo- lot of off campus events
I
dential elections. She thelobbyand sharedcomments and
crats. Their goal wastoregister 100 like this, but peopleusuthinks political awareness pizza during the first debate bepeople; they managed to register ally seemreluctant to register. I'm is important, especially among stu- tween Al Goreand GeorgeBush.
ers.
LastFridaymarkedthe endofthe

COURTESY OF SIMON FARRETTA

Cuit Hedberg helpedregister new
voters last week.
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very impressed. I also think our
—
volunteers did an amazing job
it's great to see fresh faces excited
and engaged in the political process."
Hedberg was pleasantly surprised, especially during what she

dents.

Farrettathinks that this is anes-

Jessica Knapp, whospearheaded peciallyimportant election. "Ithink
the voter registration drive and itwillset the toneforthenext couple
serves as the vice president of the of decades," he said.
SU Young Democrats, also thinks
that dwindling political interest
amongyoung peopleis a concernin

The SU Young Democrats are

continued on page 2
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ASSU: still recovering
from $7,000 deficit

From page one

"Several of our clubs

istration must also calculate the
costs formaintaining thoseadded
students."
SteveSullivan, thecurrent Vice
President of Finance, is trying to
figure out the most cost-effective
budget forthe coming year due to
their loss of money.
"Youcanalwayscriticizeabout
how much money they spent but
not being there 1 don't have the

went in

the hole that way."

According toSedano, what can
happen to a club, for instance, is
that they willrunoff several flyers
to advertise for an up coming
event.

Then they tell reprographics to
bill their account. Since the bal-

"The increased student body may
be generating more revenue for
the university, but the
administration must also calculate
the costs for maintaining
" those
added students.
Peter Koski,1999-2000 ASSU VP of
Finance
ability to evaluate their actions,"
Sullivan said.
He wants torecover thedebtin
some way this year so that the
council in coming years will start
with a balanced account. To cut
down on expenses, Sullivan invitedcouncilmembers tohishouse
count.
Themoney inthe accountcomes in Sumner, Wash, for the ASSU
fromclub fundraisers. Inaddition annual retreat.
Instead of going to a formal
to this money, clubs are allowed
to request funds from the Appro- retreathouseorcampground, they
stayed in Sullivan's home,
priations Committee.

anceisn'talways verifiedthe club
could end up owing reprographics for the cost of the flyers.
According to Sedano, a lot of
the debt comesfrominternal miscommunication. Each club registered with ASSUhas its own ac-

'

FromthecurrentASSU records, watchedmovies,plannedthecomthere are a totalof 15 clubs who ing year and atea bigbreakfast in
have a negativebalance in their the morning. Domaoan supports
own separateaccounts. Their cv- Sullivan's efforts at trying to remulativedebt amounts to $9,182; duce their costs.
He said that,according to their
this is a separate debt from the
records,
theannual retreat usually
ASSUcouncil's debt.
costs
to $440 for the retreat
expressed
appreciaup
his
Koski
tion of the administration's sup- house plus the costs of food and

supplies.
This year only $100, was spent
on food,due to thecouncil'scommitmentandeffort tosaveas much
money for clubs and other ASSU
sponsored activities.
"What it [the debt] basically
amounted to was giving away
more money than we had,"
Sullivan said.
Domaoan feels confident that
the council this year willnotoverspend.

ASSU.However, he still
maintains that they should give
more money to the students.
"Theadministration has to understand that as the student body
increases, thenumberofclubsand
the numberofstudentsparticipating in those clubs increases.Asa
result, there is a more significant
needfor ASSUfunds,"Koskisaid.
"The increased student body
maybe generating more revenue
for the university,but the adminport of
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SU Briefly
Cows with Guns
Environmental Activist Dana
Lyons performed yesterday at
noon as part of the annual kickoff calledEarth Action forSatisfaction sponsered by the Earh
Action Coalition (EAC).
Students munched on organic
treats,listened to music byLyons
and bathed in the sunlight on the
UnionGreen infront of the SUB.
Lyons, a local singer,environmental advocate and comedian,
was invited to share his original
songs as a reminder to students
that the earthstillneeds a watchful eye by the inhabitants that
affect it most rapidly,humans.
Lyons is known in particular
for his album Cows with Guns.
Thetitle track tellsastory ofcows

who will, "fight for bovine freedom."
They take up arms but are almost
defeated by the police until,"chickens in choppers," come to the rescue.
Lyonsgenerallyplays for middle
school and university students.
Most students enjoyed Lyons'
performance, though seemed hesitant tosing therefrains ofthe songs
when instructed to do so by him.
Lindsay Hatzenbuehler,a junior
general science major, enjoyed the
performance.
"Ithink that a lot of people are
environmentally conscious oncampus. But they don'tknow how they
can
make an impact,"
Hatzenbuehler said.
EAC meets every Wednesday
night at 7:30 p.m. in the Barman

conferenceroom.

-AMY BARANSKI

E-mail system down
The Seattle University e-mail
system was inaccessible lastMon-

day between 8 a.m. and 3 p.m.
According to VirginaParks, Associate Vice Presidentfor Information Services, there was an, "equipment failure."

Shesaidthattheserver wentdown
and that the maintenance workers
whoare contracted with the university replaced it.
When asked why theserver failed
Parks said, "I don't think that's
important."
-AMY BARANSKI

Campaigns: SU students register
for the upcoming November election
pating,it's good," Farretta said.He mation on the Internet. Organiwas quick to add, however, that zations like Rock the Vote, a
"Get out the vote" activities for "whenmorepeopleregister to vote, decade-old organization geared

From page one

planning various

on-campus

Democratsdo better."
November.
"Peopleneedto educate themBut as Hedberg says, "The imthing was toget peopleregportant
and
options
selves about their

theconsequencesof casting their
vote one way or another," Hedberg said.
Thelastdayformail- I
in voter registration to
be receivedisOct.7 for

istered,regardless of their political

towardretaining and maintaining political interest, and Vote

Smart, a nonpartisan profiler of
candidates,offer featuressuch as

"As long as people are
participating, it's good,"

questionnairesandmessageboardson theirweb
sites. Visit their sites at
rockthevote.org and
votesmart.org.

There are also informative web sites for loin the Nov. 7 general
cal government, which
election.
Simon farreta,
may help those voting
Forthevolunteersindrive,
in Washington for the
volvedinthe
it's
i,
first
time
or justneedingtobrush
voting,
persuasions."
not a ibout
people
voting for the Democ :ratic
Prospective voters who want to up on tl he issues at hand. One
find out more about their political suchsite:is secstate.wa.gov.
options
long
people
as
rticican find a wealthof inforpa
l&
are
those wanting to vote

_
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Story idea?
e-mail:
newstips@seattleu.edu

— ''

or

call (206) 296-6471
Amy Baranski, News Editor
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Bookstore improves one page at a time
vised the bookstore inMay that it sistance by having someone go dents have copies of the book," ment expect tohave a greaterselecLead Story Editor
needed improvement in nine dif- around and check whether people Freitas said. Some of the students tion of clothing with the Redhawk
in my classes still don't have the logo available by spring.
ferent areas, including customer were in the right line.
The consulting company sug"We
will
have
to
see
how
it
will
books."
service,
Senior Amelia Madsen stood at
the actual facility, mercomputerized
gested
Quarter,"
Sharpe
A
new
textbookinthat the clothingbeplaced in
in
selection,
Winter
the back of a long line in the SU chandise
communication work
front,
so
Sharpe
people can see it as they
be
more
a
that
anticiventory
system
said.'That's
to
of
going
bookstore. All she needed to pur- with studentsand faculty and techwalk in.
challenge."
nology.
chase was a single notebook worth
Sharpe is relucThe
to
attempt
began
She
a
shorter
Before
abouta dollar.
noticed
Fall Quarter
this
tant to do that beline, but wasunsure whether it was year, the bookstore hung signs streamline cuscause of security
just for returns orcash, since there abovethe registers,in the hopes of tomer service is
reasons
were no visible signs to tell her preventing the sort of confusion leading the book"The clothing is
whichline she neededto be in.
Madsen underwent, as well as store downa technot to
placed
off to the
nological route.
"It's confusing," Madsen said, speeding up the lines.
for
a
purpose,"
side
to
Madsen though, feels the signs They are in the
"you can buy [only] books with
Sharpe
said. "It
process of installcash in some lines, but you're not weren'tsufficient.
or
helpsreduce theft."
sure which."
"I know there are small signs, ing new cash regAccording to
Thisis one of the problemsJudy but from wayback, they'rehard to isters that will be DAK JONES, SECOND YEAR LAW STUDENT
Sharpe,
the bookSharpe,DirectorofResidential Ser- see," Madsen said.
able to scan in the
store
a lot of
loses
vices, hopes to eliminate througha
Dax Jones, a second year law barcodesonbooks
of the
theft,
working
by
to
most
Spring
money
and
merchandise.
will
be
due
pates
set of changes the bookstore has student, alsodidn'tnoticemuchof
She,
clothing.
being
Quarter,
of
stolen
items
many
since
should
eliminate
up
speedthings
alreadybegun to implement.
That should
a change since the last time he
campus
security
thenumber
incorrect
thebookstore
and
placed
to
the
orders
that
are
type
bought
books during a rush.
thecashiers have
Last year, she helped set up a
responsible for cases like Freitas' are working together to address the
bookstorecommittee consistingof
"There were definitely crazy in by hand now," Sharpe said.
problem, and are consideringcomSharpe expects the new registers class.
students, staffand faculty whorec- lines this year," Jones said.
monsecuritymeasures, suchas surhelp
improve
be
"The
will
system
up
running
to
and
Winter
my
bringing
quite
ommended
in a bookstore
"Iknow
a fewof
friends
Quarstudents
and
it
ter.
service
to
should
veillance andsecurity devices at the
consultant.
their
buy
whochoose not to
books
SophomoreAntonioFreitas' main help us on the other end so we're doors.
"We wanted an outside consult- here because of it. They go to
"Part of me would like not to
complaintabout thebookstore wasn' t pretty accurate inregard to what we
ant to come in and report for us on Barnes and Noble or on-line."
have thoseelectronic things at the
Sharpebelieves thelines didrun the lengthof the lines,but the short- do," Sharpe said.
where we are,how we're doing and
Another common gripe students door or not to have everybody on
what weneed to improve," Sharpe moreefficiently during therush to age of books he has encountered in
voice deals with the apparel sec- camera, but Idon't know what anbuy books this quarter,evenif there some of his classes.
said.
ridiculous,
other solution is," Sharpe said.
"It's
there will be 22 lion
Theconsultant. CollegiateBook- still were problems. The booklast
The consultingcompanyalsosugSharp
year's
only
said that
ASSU
six stustore Consulting from Boston, adstore providedgreatercustomer as- students in a class and
gested
brought
issue
of
that the bookstore facilities
Council
the
clothing cost before thebookstorecoun- be improved by relocating or
throughrenovation. Sharpedoesn't
cil.
"They told us one of the things seeeitherofthese happeningin the
'

BROOKEKEMPNER

"Iknow quite a few of myfriends

whochoose
here...They go

buy their books
Barnes andNoble
on-line,"

'

suggestedthe bookstore
Students waitinline to payfor their Fall Quarter books. An independent consultant
selection
and
customer
service.
improving
merchandise
work on

studentscan t affordtobuyaresome

near future.

of the T-shirts and sweatshirts,"
Sharpe said.
Inorder toremedythat, thebookstore now carries a wider array of

"We tetvVxaVOne.taook^ore
go into the new Student Union

Bui/ding, but they saidthere wasn't

enough space." Sharpe said.
She believes that until the Stuclothing, from less expensive silk
dent
expensive
the
more
Union Buildingis completed,
shirts,
to
screen
embroidery.
the school won't consider funding a
Freitassaw thebigger issue being renovation in the bookstore.
Other changes students should
thestyleof the cloths rather thanthe
anticipate
include a new bookstore
cost.
layout,
more merchandise with the
"The apparel in the bookstore is
for grandmas," Freitas said. "I Redhawk logo,on-linetextbook ordering,back to school sales and a
wouldn'tbe seen sporting it."
explanation of the
clearer
agrees
Sophomore Jake Dixon
buy back policy.
made
in
the
bookstore's
improvementscould be
"We
want
students to know that
clothing
offered.
types of
making
an effort to make
we
are
lacking.
is
Our
apparel
"The
theend of
white,
hopefullyby
changes
not
and
are
red
and
school colors
implemented,"
they
will
be
year
the
and
blue."
green
neon
Sharpe and bookstore manage- Sharpe said.

-

Part-time Programmer Repartee Teamvoicemes-

ActiveVoice Corporation, a world leaderin developing PC-based seeking a
saging systems and computer telephony software solutions, is
Engineenng department.
Part-time Programmer to work in the Product
Fifteen to twenty hours a week; flexiblehours.

"

C

WoTwith a* quick response

trouble-shooting teamto resolve customer

" Develop,test, and maintain software on new and existingproducts.
" Assist with technical documentation and support.
Requirements:
" Experience programmingin C.
" Strong troubleshooting and analysis skills.
" At least junior standing or onemore year of school remaining in one o
the following majors:

Computer Science, Math, Physics,

" Experience developing commercial PC-based

Electncal

applications in C/C++

underWindows NT and/or OS/2.
telephony solutions, utiActiveVoice builds creative,high quality PC-based
lizing client-server, internet, and unified messaging technologies, which
and effectively. We are a
allow businesses to communicate more efficiently
for employees who
looking
we
are
industry
high-tech
and
leader in the
rewarding
careers.
challenging
and
desire
resume to Active Voice Corporation,
To apply,please send letter and current
98121Job Code: PTP-125, 2901 Third Avenue, Suite 500, Seattle, WA
-1049. Active Voice is an equal opportunity employer.

personnel@activevoice.com

www.activevoice.com

EXECUTIVE EXTENDED STAY
The Executive Extended Stay Hotel offers great
value and comfort that you deserve with the
location that you require. Located just three
blocks from Seattle University campus and
minutes from the central downtown area. Our
suites offer generous living space with fully
equipped kitchens. Other amenities include
outdoor Jacuzzi, fitness room and
complementary parking.
Call 1 800 906-6226 for rates and availability.

"
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SECURITYREPORT
Purse Snatcher

Strangers in the
Night

Tag Team

the car. The victim was able to

locate the bag butcould not find the
guitar.

Off the deep end
A CPS officer spotted an individual wading through the St.
Ignatius reflection pool removing
money on Sept. 30
Upon questioning the CPS officer discovered that the individual
was intoxicated.
After the officer identified the
individual as a non-campus community member, SPD was called.
SPD issued the individual witha
criminal trespass warning.

While enjoying a jog near camCPS could not identify the tool
pus property a campus community that wasused tobreak intothe trunk
member' s purse wasstolenonMon- of the vehicle.
day Sept. 25. The victim reported
the theft to Campus Public Safety
(CPS) who searched the campus
area and were unable to locate the
Exposuspect. The contents of the purse
were valued at $500.
sure

CPS officers on patrol discovered on Wednesday Sept. 27 that
Strange individuals were spotted
four graffiti tags were thrown upon
building adjacent to the campus
ina
east
of
Connolly
the
side the
Cenon FridaySept. 29.
ter.
CPS alerted the Seattle Police
The university plans to begin
Department about the trespassers.
paintingand cleanup soon.
SPD officers responded andissued
the strangerscriminal trespasswarn-

A Xavier Hall resident reported
CPS that another resident was
walkingdown the hallway half naked. The resident was apparently
A campus member's car was walkingdown thehallwaywith only
parkedon 14th Aye.acrossthe street a towel covering his or her front
from the ConnollyCenteron Mon- side onMonday Sept.25.
daySept.25 whenathiefbroke into
The resident responded with a
cooperative
the trunk of the car.
attitude whencontacted
A guitar and book bag were sto- by public safety.
The conduct review board will
len from the trunk of the vehicle.
look
further into the matter.
bag
book
was
The
stashed in the
from
approximately
bushes
30 feet

More graffiti tags were reported
Two male individuals were
to CPS on Friday Sept. 29, by a
on the roofof Xavier Hall
Campion
caught
resident assistant from
directly
Hall.
above the entry way on
FridaySept.
were
two
29.
tags
sepaThe
found on
They were positively identified
rate floors, one in a restroom, a
hallway wall and aresident door.
as guests of a resident and were
Information in the Security Report is provided by SU Campus
Theclean upand estimated dam- issued trespass warnings.
aged is $100.
The matter has been referred to Public Safety.
the student conduct system.

Indecent

Stolen Strings

Tag Team Back
Again

ings.

Goofs on a roof

to

.

Parking volume increases on campus
AMY BARANSKI
News Editor

been unnecessary to use a lottery
system to control sales.

He believes the overcrowding is
Seattle University students are due to a,"timingcompression."
What Sletton is referring to is the
not only crowded in the residence
halls but also in the parking lots.
time period from 10:30 a.m. to apTheCampusPublic Safety(CPS) proximately 1p.m. wherethe volreports that thenumber of permits umeof traffic on campus outnumsoldFall Quarter havebeen consisbers the amount of spaces availtent withsales in the past.
able.

Mike Sletton, Director of SU
Safety andSecurity, saidthat ithas

"We'vebeen out in the parking
lots todirect peopleinand outof the

lots," Sletton said,
CPShasevenhadtosqueezeopen
emergencysurge space onthe west

CPS is trying to encouragecommuters tomake a transportation ad-

justment.

"We're seeing a lot of persons
who want to drive to campus by
themselves

at

the same time,"

Sletton said.
dents.
permit
They recommendstudents signexplained
that
a
is
Sletton
not sold per space because there
Commuterpermits are available ing up for carpool orbuying a tranusuallyis anebb andflow oftraffic. for up to 830 people.The resident sitpass.
So if there were onecarperspace permits are only provided for 280
CPS is willing to match students
12spaces
together
withthe samezip codes to
time,
people.
could,
at one
there
be
Slettoncommented that last Fall cut downon the overflowof traffic.
Slettonsays that the highvolume
Quarter marked a new plateau for

B

the LECTURE
-_-_!

pying the spaces.

Thereare 1,535 spaces available
side of Bellarmine Hall in the old on the entire campus.
tennis courts in order to accommoThose spacesare sharedbetween
date the unusually heavy flow of visitors, the disabled, faculty, administration,staffmembersandresitraffic during the morning hours.

ci/ip
-^

open when those cars are not occu-

We make

the parking volume with the additionof theLawSchool andmore on
campus residents.
Slettonremarked this year,as the
campus has noticed with the addition of the largest freshman class
ever, that as the university continues togrow insize it seemsto shrink

traffic tends to diminish roughly
three weeks into the quarter.
He is leery to say that the situation will be cleared up so quickly
this year,as the quarteris approachingit's fourth week.
"I've justgo to see how the week
progresses," Sletton said.

in space.

BANKING
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Father Stephen Sundborg, SJ
President, Seattle University

invites you to attendhis quarterly

HHF

|T|7§!<fi^^TfWM

HP

Open Forum

VH

v|

Wednesday, October 1 1

Noon-1 p.m.
Wyckoff Auditorium
(locatedon the second floor of the Engineering Building)
The subject for this forum is "Shaping the Student Agenda for the
Coming Year: ThePresident Asks, "What Do Students Want ToSee
Accomplished at SU?"
Please come with any questions or comments you would like to bring
to Father Sundborg or to the community.
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Bon Appetit sells organic coffee
NIC ROMERO
Staff Reporter

NorthwestShade Coffee Campaignthe past
four years to promote the buyingof organic
shadetree coffee. Shade tree coffeeis coffee
Students walk into the Hawk's Nest just grown in the shade, the conventional way to
before their morning classes. They're in a grow coffee.
rush, as Monday morning classes just began.
TheNorthwest Shade Coffee Campaign is
Aftergrabbing a cup ofcoffee at the counter concerned about the habitat of migratory
and paying the cashier a dollar they run off to birds.
catch their professor's openingremarks.
With the destruction of rainforests inCenThecoffee theyjust purchasedcouldbethe tral and South America, these birds have
organic coffee that Bon Appetit, Seattle flocked to shade coffee farms during the
University's food service provider,has been winter.
selling for four years.
Northwest Shade Coffee Campaign CoorThe organiccoffee availablein theHawk's dinator, Ashley Parkinson, explained to stuNest is distributed by Equal Exchange, an dents in the SUB aboutthe logistics of shade
organization that buys coffee directly from coffe farms.
coffe beanfarmers.
'The structure ofa traditional shadecoffee
EqualExchangepaying thema price they farm resembles a forest, with several layers

consider fair— generally double what the of vegetation, including fruit and hardwood
trees, epiphytes (plants that grow on top of
middlemen pay.
The organization then sells the coffee di- trees,suchas many orchids),andother plants
rectly tostores andcoffeecompanies,such as that often have economic value," Parkinson
Bon Appetft.eliminating a half-dozen ormore said.
middlemen.
According to Parkinson, these types of
Bon Appetit sponsoreda presentation last farms are also moreresistant toharsh weather
Tuesday aboutthebenefitsofpurchasingand conditions than the alternative, sun grown
selling coffee that is distributed by Equal coffee.
Exchange.
Sun grown coffee was introduced in the
The organization has five main goals: pay 19705, and pushedby the U.S.because of its
a fair price, work with democratically run potentialeconomic value.
cooperatives (farmers), buy direct from the
"Thereis notreetocover(thecoffee plants)
farmers, provideadvance credit and encour- at all. Coffee bushes grow directly under the
The sun grown coffee plants are also
age ecologically sustainable farming prac- sun.
weaker,only surviving a few years. A traditices.
Although this systemproduces the highest tional grown coffee plant can live as long as
Four years ago. Equal Exchangemade an yield ofcoffee peracre,it requireshighinputs 30 years.Each year, a single plant produces
agreement withabank
about a poundofcoffee.
focused onsocial jusEqual Exchange says the additionalcosts
tice toguaranteeloans
far outweigh the 30 percent increased in
to farmers four
profits this method produces. Since many
to
months in advanceof
coffee farmers were convinced they should

"I wouldbe happy

their sales

The farmers only
need to sign a contract with Equal Exchange, and they can
be given a loan of up

serve it in the

other buildings but there
" is not ,

enough demand.

BUZZ HOFFORD, GENERAL MANAGER
OF BON APPETIT

to 60 percent of the
expected value of a

crop.
In the past year, the organization has been
able to help obtain $300,000 in loans for
farmers whohad previously neverbeenable
to get a loan.
EqualExchange hasbeen workingwith the

fihursday^^
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Intramural
Notes

olley b a 1 1
manager's meeting at
the Connolly Center in
classroom 155 at 5:45
p.m. Formoreinformation contact Ryan at
296-6484.

Habitat for
Humanity

J

of chemical fertilizers and pesticides,use of
machinery and an intensive workforce year
round," Parkinsonsaid.

"Morepesticides areneededbecause natural cycles are disrupted, plants are stressed
and can not build up defenses againstpests."

Friday

10/6

Opera lovers

10/7

Uolleyball round

J^

preview
LuciadiLammermoor
at noon in the Casey

Atrium. Suggested donation is $5.

Uolleyball

The Redhawks will
square away with the
University of Alaska
Come see Theater Fairbanks at 7 p.m. at the
Sportsin thePigott Au- North Connolly Court.
ditorium at 7 p.m. to
Marksmanship
supportHabitatforHuClub
manity.Suggested donationis $5.
B-B-Q and guns: call
Filipino Club
Dr. Tadie at 296-5422
Come to a general for moreinformation.
meeting at 6:30p.m.in
the upper SUB.

Nest.

"I would be happy to serve it in the other
buildings," Buzz Hofford, genera/ manager
ofBon Appetft said. "But thereis not enough
demand."
Hofford said thatover the summer he serioxisVy consideredrer^Vacin^tne VAo^d*s Utand

land.
Majorcorporations such, as Starbucks and
Foldger's,buy theircoffee on the open market from middlemen.
According to EqualExchange, the corporations have no idea from whom or where
their coffee is being purchased. Often, the
price received by the farmer for the coffee is
solow the farmer loses money.
Since the land can still be productive for
either coffee growing or herding, it is often
bought by a larger landholder.

Exchangebrandbecausehe feltit is a worthy

10/8
Mass

f

\.

Monday

10/9
Floor Hockey

First gamebegins at7
11 a.m. at the Chapel
p.m. at the Connolly
Women's volleyball of St. Ignatius.
Center south court.
will compete against the
at
University of Alaska at
p.m.
Chapel
9
the
of
Uolleyball Club
the North Court of the St.Ignatius.
Connolly Center.
Tryouts
Study
Go to the Connolly
Tinto Por La Paz
Remember to do your Center south court at 8
p.m. For moreinformaPresentationabout the reading!
tioncontactAnne at296destruction of the rich
Spectator
5907.
natural resources ofColumbia: Examining the
Millennium
adverse effects of the
If you've got abreakForum 2888
U.S."Drug War" on the ing story or something
environment with spe- you'redying to seecoyWyckoff Auditorium
cial guest, Juliana ered in The Spectator
to
at
7 p.m. Discuss faith
Gonzalez.
send your ideas
perspectives
newstips@seattleu.edu.
A discussion will folon globaland
the
environlow.
ization
why
protests?
2to
ment:
the
p.m.
From 5
inthe
Wykoff Auditorium,
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in the Columbia Street Cafi with the Equa)

organization from which to purchase coffee.
But when he recieved many negative responses he decided not to replace it.
"Iam notprepared to impose my personal
views on the campus." Hofford said. "It has
got to beup to the consumers."
The Equal Exchangecoffee in theHawk's
Nesthas beenoutsold bymore than five times
the amount by the Starbuck'sbrand sitting on
the other side of the room, even though the
price is the same.

} Tuesday
j! 10/10

tmo
The Seattle Opera will

There are currently five types of coffee
offered by Bon Appetft. Only one type is
shade grown,and it is served in the Hawk's

grow their coffee beans via the sun grown
method, they went bankrupt and lost their

Vsaturday^^ Sunday
k.

COURTESY WWW.EQUAIEXCHANGE.COM

\.

Intramural

Uolleyball
Firstgame willbeheld
today at 7 p.m. at the
Connolly Center South
Court.
Student Rctiuism
At 3:30 p.m. in the
commons area on the
first floor of the SUB,
next to the CAC, there
will be an information
session regarding the

>
10/11

J

Freshmen Class
assembly
Mandatory for all
freshmen. Held in the
Pigott Auditorium at
noon. Winter registration and freshman
councilelections willbe
discussed.

Forum UJJth the
President

At noon in the
Wyckoff Auditorium
Stephen
against Father
movement
sweatshops. Come and Sundborgm,SJ willask
learn if you want to join students about setting
the agenda for the. upthe revolution.
coming year. All are
welcome.

___
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Editorial
Candidates' plans for
education too vague
In the first presidential debate on Tuesday, Oct 3, George W
Bushand Al Gorehadno problemcovering a variety ofissues
while struggling to keep the audience awake.
Education an issue that directly affectsSeattle University
students is the issue Gore said should become the nations
number one priority, a statement with whichBush seemed to
agree.
In fact, the two candidates agreed with eachother so much
on the educationissue,that thedebate seemed to become more
of a dialogue on this point. Bush and Gore disagree on only
one major point in the education plans: using federal money
for school vouchers.
Underthe Bush educationplan, public schools thatfailed to
keep their students' standardized test scores above a certain
level wouldno longerreceive federalmoney directly. Instead,
parents in thatdistrict would receive school vouchers, which
they couldeither trade in to keep their child in public school,
or use toward sending their child to a private school.
This plan is a dangerous one.Under this system, struggling
public schools,insteadofbeinggiven more moneyinan effort
to improve, wouldbe penalized financially for theircontinued
poorperformance. Inaddition,even if given school vouchers,
not all families would be able to scrape together enough
money to sendtheir children to a private school. Thepoorest
children would go to poor public schools, continuing the
current trend in that direction.
Gorerealizedthe dangerinBush'splan, sayingit was wrong
to take any money away from public schools when90 percent
of the nationschildren attendthem. But Bush didhave some
positive points in his plan: more emphasis on reading in the
preschool throughsecond gradelevel,placing more controlof

—

—

Letters to the Editor
NADER

Kyle Davidson seemsrather uninformed about the nature of Ralph
Nader's candidacy for president
("Cast A Vote For Nader: Hello
happens overnight.
President Bush," Sept 27) in his
If, as Mr. Davidson suggests,
column urging Nader supportersto Bush does become president, the
choose Al Gore.
UnitedStates willnotbecome some
The whole reasonpeople like me,
fascist state; it will likely stay exand allof theother8000pluspeople actly the same.
at the Nader rally at Key Arena,
Mr. Davidson's sentiments

sc\\oo\sbacV. \n the V\at\ds of the school districts and public want to vote for Nader is to send a
message that we have had it with
disclosure of school performance records.
thepolitics of trying to be all things
Unfortunately, Gore's plan for education is so lacking in to all people,and we don't want Al
details that it is no more attractive than Bush's. Gore spoke Gore anymore thanwe wantGeorge
mostly in generalities,but for the first time that night had few W. Bush as president.
Nader makes it veryclear where
details.ToGore's credit,he proposed allowing $10,000 worth
on theissues;this is what's
hestands
of college costs to be tax deductible each year, while Bush
calledbeing a candidate andhaving
proposed no assistance for college education.
a platform.Obviously Mr.Davidson
As long as Gore cancome up with someconcrete details,his has neverseen this, as hereferred to
plan, without school vouchers and including assistance for it as a spectacle.
Ifor one, see it as a refreshing
college students, will be the winner.
change,better toknow whereacanTheSpectator Editorial Board consits of Katie Ching, Amy didatestands than to hear the hazy,
Jenniges and Jim Rennie. Signed commentariesreflect the issue-centric drivel thathas permeated recent presidential elections.
opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of the
About the only thing Gore and
Spectator ,Seattle Universityor its student body.
Bush have made clear is their continued support ofbigbusiness interests, as shown by the massive
amounts of money those interests
jijTu
have thrownat the Democratic and
SEATTLE t— UNIVERSITY
Republican parties.
In many cases, big corporations
KEEPING WATCH SINCE1933
in industries like oil,tobacco,automobiles,hightech and financehave
KatieChing,Editor-in-Chief
James Nau, Editorial Artist
given money to both candidates,
Amy Jenniges,Managing Editor Mike Balbin, Editorial Artist
Editorial
Liew,
just to make sure they are onboard
BrookeKempner,Lead StoryEditorShannon Van
Baranski,
News Editor
Artist
with whichever"bestman" wins. A
Amy
Ribeiro,
Opinion
Editor
On-lineEditor
Rennie,
win for Bushor Gore will be a win
Justin
Jim
Dorion,
Gevers,
Brandy
Manager
bigbusiness.
FeaturesEditor
Business
for
Jeff
NicoleGyulay, A & £ Editor
Ben Stangland, Advertising
Doesanyonereally believeeither
Manager
Alexis Juday-Marshall, Sports
candidate will do all of the things
Tomas Guillen, Advisor
they have promised in terms of reEditor
Bergquist,
Knapp,
writers:
Carl
CopyEditor
forming healthcare or education.
Jake
Jessica
Staff
Faris, Mery Gomez, Shanti
Devin Sullivan, Copy Editor
Not a chance.
Hahler, ScanMarushia and Nic
LizRankos,PhotoEditor
When Icast my vote for Nader
ErinRobinson,PhotoEditor
Romero
next month, Iwill be doing so with
the knowledge that his chances of
winning are remote, but that my
The Spectator is the official student newspaper of Seattle
votecan helpstart somethingbig.If
University. It is published every Thursday,except during
holidays andexamination periods,for a total of 28 jssiies during the Greens [GreenParty] get 5 percentofthepopular vote, theyqualify
the 2000-2001 academic year.
for major campaign matching
POSTMASTER:Send address changes to: The Spectator, Seattle money in the next election, which
University, 900 Broadway, Seattle, WA 98122. U.S.P.S. No. 2783 can help them become established
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to Gore." Well, SO WHAT?
as a third party inAmerica
Davidson'srashly states,"a Gore
Thatcould be abigstartto giving
Americans a realchoice of candi- defeat at the hands of Bush would
dates. Remember, change like this be a disaster forallpolitical visionis a process, not something that aries leaning toward Nader. Their

dreams of social justice would be
snuffed out completely."
Unthoughtout, reactionary statements suchas this one areprecisely
whatthepolitical status quois counting on to keep so called "progres-

sive voters" casting ballotsout of
soundalmost verbatim to the "cam- fear.
"This year," Moore says, "I'm
paign of fear" that the Gore camp
not
going to let the fearmongers
has launched to counter Nader's
scare
me into voting against my
Insteadoftrypopularity.
grassroots
ing to win voters by appealing to conscience."
The issue scaringlefties the most
their political inclinations Gore is
saying "Vote for me. Imay not be is a woman's right to choose, and
great,but you really don't want the Democratic propaganda against
Nader exclaims that a Bush presiother guy."
dency
democracy.
not
will make abortion illegal.
politiItis
Thatis
cal extortion. As far as Iam con- The reality is that "Roe v. Wade
cerned,Bush's winning maybethe was writtenby a Republican, [and
best thingforprogressivepolitics in has been] upheld for 27 years by
America, as his presidency will Republicans.
No Republican president has
likely serve as an excellent wakeupcall toall progressive andliberal made abortionillegal, andnone will
minded people that if they don't thistime around," (Moore, '00). A
demand better candidates by actu- New York Times study this sumally voting(something most people merfoundthatas governorof Texas,
don't do) they will end up with Bush has appointed moderates to
choices as sorry as Bush and Gore. the Supreme Court, all of whom
On Nov. 7, Ihope every regis- have upheld a woman's right to
tered voter goes out and votes for choose. Bush is a moderatecandiwhichever candidate they feel best datein the best economicclimate in
represents his or herbeliefs,not the 30years. Evenifhedoesgetelected,
he is not going to rock the sociolesser of two evils.
political boat.
Oneneed only look at the recent
John Ward
WTO protestsright here in Seattle
Senior,communication studies
for a testimony to the power of
individuals to come together for

significant social change.
Don't let ignorant journalismdisive voter" and "political vision- videus. Tuneout mainstreamrhetoary," it is alarming thatDavidson's
ric trying toscare usintoshortterm
opinions of the 2000 election are reactionary voting, and allow the
exactly those spoon-fed to readers
larger picture to come into view.
every weekin Newsweek.
"ComeNovember 7," says Michael
The premise of Davidson's ar- Moore, "Iplan to enter the voting
ticle,rephrased inMichael Moore's
booth and vote not from fear, but
"Ain't Fallin For That One Again" from a desire to see this country
(7/18/2000, www.theawfultruth
—
returned to the people." I'llbedo.com), "All the pundits and the
ing the same.
Democrats tell us that a vote for
Nader is a vote forBush becauseall Bryan Miller
Ralphwill end up doingis siphonSenior,creative writing
ing off votes that wouldhave gone
As a self-proclaimed "progres-
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Hip Hop is best without the violence
song like "How ManyLicks"by the
Queen B herself?
Imay soundlike a squeaky clean
—
goodie two shoes which I'm not
—
by the way but there is a lotmore
of the song that needs to be edited.
Spectator
They might as well just play the
instrumental,but even that sounds
like progression to a climax.Little
usually
And since people
prefer kids listen to thatstuff!
the bad news first, I'll begin by
We've already established that
ranting on the Mr. Hydes.
Lil'Kirnis a tart beyond allreasonThese rappers suffer from an im- able doubt, so why does she keep
—
balance meaning they talkabout reiterating it? And a better questhe same things over and over and tion, why do people keep buying
over: violence, sex,
drugs and money. It's

J.C.

Santos

Columnist

What'sthe first thing that comes
tomind when you thinkofhiphop?
Does your braincreateimages of
gun-toting gang-bangers, girls
dressed as if they might as wellbe
undressed, disgusting amounts of
flashy jewelrywitheveryone treading through a cloud of pot-smoke?

listeners.
ThankGod they'regaining popularity.

Sometime in thelate 80shiphop

fell,and for about a decade, some

fans were forced— whileothersembraced to listen to the barbaric
content of hard core and gangsta

—

rap.

blame/or any violence.To do that
would* be incriminating the good
along with the bad. Ialso doubt
whether theprofanecontent insome
rap music can influence a person
with good upbringing to kill another person.
A line in "The Manifesto" goes,
"My battle lyrics get conscious
minds provoked." And through listening to this music, my mind has
been provoked. Iwant people to

this, and bought that."
Many of these rappers
testify that the content
oftheirlyrics reflects the
harshrealities of life. If
these realities are so
harsh, then whyglamorize them?
These rappers, who claimto kill
people in their rhymes, are obviously notkillers.So whysay things
like"Ikilled soandso?"Theydidn't
kill anyone, otherwise they'd be
bustin' rhymes behind bars.
Yes,most Mr.Hyderappers have
their one or two token songs that
have some sortof message,buthow
often do wehear themonthe radio?

Let me tell you why,
Not all rap is bad, so you can't
blame the entire culture. There are
manyartists whoare socially aware
and fully understandthe fact thatas

Artists like Lauryn Hill,Black
Eyed Peas and the other Dr. Jekyll
emcees, are like the pioneers of a
—
hiphoprenaissance.(Fora thought- know from the youth who listen,
ful historical overview, listen to "I to the elders who condemn— that
Used to Love H.E.R." by Com- hip hop music is bigger than the
stereotypes it lives within. Iwant
ists are the rea- people who are constantly blinded
son why Istill by the ills of the culture to see the
good as well.
So here's what Ithink:
Hip hop is a reflection of the
these conscien- human soul.Hiphop is the philosotious artists rap phy of the streets, applicable to all
aboutthingslike people.Hiphopis the expressionof
living a moral one's thoughts on the turmoil and
life, love, rela- the beauty of life.
We, the listeners, must evaluate
tionships, and
religion
and choose for ourselves what will
They attack issueslike drug use, influence us, and what to let flow
pollution,over-consumptionandthe into, and right back out of our ears.
rappers who sully the spirit of hip
Both the listener and the artist
hop. (For a definition on what it have a responsibility to protect the
means to be a goodemcee, listen to innocence of the youth who can
"TheManifesto"byReflection Eter- easilybe exposedtoandinfluenced
nal.)
by the virulent verses of vindictive
Theydon'tpreach, they tell itlike rappers.
it is,and their rhymes are complex,
creative and flow with the beat.
J.C. Santos is a freshman

Snoop Dogg, DMX and Lil' Kirn
And speaking of the radio, how
are the Mr. Hydes.
do they get away with playing a

performers in the public eye, they
arerolemodels, especially foryoung

These artists are the reason hip
hop as a whole cannot take any

That seems to be a common im-

age for this genre of music. Why?
Logically, because many popular
rappers include high doses of violence, sex and drugs.
I'mnotan experton the topic,but
I've been listening to rap music
since the days of Run DMC and
Adidas, Dr. Dre and The Chronic,
Biggy and Versace,andwhile many
are into Eminemand insanity these
days, Idrifted into Blackstar and
the truth.

My CDcollection also includes
the likes of Mos Def, Reflection

Eternal, Bahamadia, Common
(Sense) and Gang Starr.

Thereare twosides toeverything:
thegoodand the bad. These artists,
and others like them, are the Dr.
Jekyllsof hiphop, whileotherslike

really quitesickening

There'ssomuch more
to lifethan "Ikilled you,

I@$%! you,Ismoked

"Hip hop is a reflection of the
human soul. Hiphop is the
philosophy of the streets,
" applicable
to all people.
her redundant "hits?"
I'mnotsurprisedthatsomepeople
wouldblame rapmusic for the recent shootings at the Bohemian in
downtown Seattle,butIhighly disagree.

majoring in journalism and
humanities.His e-mail address

Taken in by the promise of a cloned Jesus
Jamila
Tohnson
Spectator Columnist
Iset out to tell a story of great
—
importance a taleabout a sheep,
biblical references, the all mighty
dollar and some nut whoplanned
tocloneJesus. My rolein thiscrazy
story began in August, when
KristanLawson spoke on theradio
during my morning commute.
Lawson was pioneering a holy
quest.
He, as

the head of the "Second
Coming Project," was planning to
clone Jesus from the various cells
preserved in churches across the
world. Ishould have turned the
radiooff, butthat wouldhave made
itall tooeasy.Thatmorning worms
grew ears, pigs flew and low and
behold Iwas suckered into an obsession with this group of "good
Christian" souls who were going
to impregnate avirgin with the test
tube baby Jesus.

small-minded heathens who had
lost their faith in the divine word.
He quoted biblical references to
prove thatJesus wantedthe human
race to bring him back through
cloning. Iwas left breathless in
bumper-to-bumper traffic, thinkingabout howmankindneverfailed
to terrify me.
Then it got even better, for be-

fore he hung up on the sin-filled
radiohosts,the collectionplate was
passed. Donations were needed
quickly ifthe humanrace wastobe
saved.
Of course Itold everyone who

would listenabout theplan tobring
Jesus back on Dec. 25, 2001. I
directed people to the lame factfree website where they could view
the last supperbeing translatedinto
"Keep my genetic code and bring

worked. Lawson had spoke of
Wilmut on the radio, and implied
an affiliation with such the scientific mind of the sheep cloner.
Meanwhile,I
used theJesus story
for an icebreaker in social occasions, withholding any of my own
brewingopinions.I
had finally met
anissue in whichit wasbettertosit
back and let others rant. Ithought
about how wonderful it would be
to open the question up to our
wholesome Jesuit university and
let the sparks fly.
Luckily Imade myself stop and
check the facts. Iwanted to break
apart every foundation on which
Lawson held his roots. It took a
mere two hours until the ceiling
fell. Itracked down lan Wilmut
whoinformed me that he had not
heard of the Second Coming
Project, and there hadbeen no affiliation with neither him nor the
Roslin institute.
A senseof joy filled every inch
of my body. Ithought that Ihad

offerings toshame. Save humanity
and send money to the following
P.O. box.
Wilmut was indeed just the be-

ginning. Ihad felt proud of my
conversation with the manresponsible for the technology involved
incloning. IfIhadstopped there,I
would have felt liberated,and this
would instead be the tale of reiigiongeneratingmoney for earthly
souls. Part of me just wanted to
write about the sheep.
At the time it would have been

safe to interview Wilmut on his
pioneeringinto the scientific world,
but Ihad to take the next step.
Lawson hadnot beenpunished for
his possible moneymaking scheme
that banked on people's unconditional faith. This man, who spoke
of Godandproclaimed that allwho
didn't agree with him did not believe in God,had to be figured out.
What made him tick?
In the end, Ifound Kristan
Lawson, of Berkeley, California
lad an interesting past. The man
whospoke ot Godon the radio,and
had press time in a few newspapers, was not the preacher I expected. Lawson was the man who
had published the "Unabomber
Manifesto." At the time,he got his
fair share of publicity because he
escaped having to pay royalties.

'Mr. Clone Jesus' (my affectionate nickname for Lawson)
in trouble. Itold lan Wilmut the
whole story,andinformed himthat
me back."
the organization was looking for
Inow hatedthis man.He was the
There was a background of the donations while using hisname.
Ihad suspected that it couldbe a
epitome of all my bad religious history of cloning, and how the
experiences with milk carton feat of bringing back Jesus was religious money-making venture
preachersand Tammy Faye Baker. possible. There wasan e-mailad- from the beginning. It would put
Lawson spoke with such convic- dress to the Rosline institute in the Catholic Church's "get your The alleged Unabomber, in jail,
tion as he called all disbelievers Scotland where lan Wilmut dead relatives out of purgatory" wouldn'tcashthe check because it
gotten
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would be admittance of guilt.
Lawson had gotten away with a
brilliant way to make money, and
he flaunted it in USA today.
Ihad been roped into a welldevised joke, and so had many
people. Iassume most did not give
himmoney,butthe feeling of overwhelmingshock hashit the streets.
The address of the P.O. box belongs to his publishing company,
Jolly Roger Press. There was my
milk cartoon preacher left naked,
skeptical as Iam, and forever the
one that planned to clone Jesus
after scamming theUnabomber out
of thousands ofdollars.
My words have shifted since I
began to investigate "Mr. Clone
Jesus." Mystory has changedfrom
ethical and religious controversy.
Today it lies just as naked as the
truth found.
Iam comforted by my findings.
Ican sleep at night now that my
obsessionhas dwindled away.The
worms shed their ears, the pigs

descended to earth again, andlow
and behold,Iunknowingly spread
the wordof "goodChristian" souls
who were going to impregnate a
virgin with the test tube baby Jesus.
Well you can't win them all.

Jamila Johnson is a freshman
majoringincommunication. Her
is
e-mail
address
tchippie23@hotmail.com.
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T hank "the powers that be;" Buffy is back
Scan Reid
Staff Reporter
Now is about the time when the
big television networks pull their
respectivedramasandcomedies out
of thererun bin, dust them off, and
begin hyping their soon to come
season premieres. For some of the
really goodones, viewers willhave
to wait until late October and even
earlyNovember for the premieres.
Well, thank 'the powers that be'
thatthe producersofBuffy the Vampire Slayer, one of the best shows

cially Gellar and Martin whocon-

vey an eerie sexual chemistry as
Slayer and vampire.
Also,

when

Xander(Nicholas
Brendan) comes
under Dracula' s

Dawn
(Michelle
Consistently among the best of- sister
ferings in prime time, the show has Trachenberg),whocanchannel spirlived ordied based on the work,not its.
Also returning
are sophomore
members, Riley

at the exact same stageinlifethatall
my othercharacterswere," Whedon
Willow's girl- said at a recent convention. "[I
friend/witch Tara wanted] somebody who was
(Amber Benson) younger,somebody who would put
and the neutered a different perspective on everyvampire Spike thing they do, and also somebody

control, Brendan
pullsoff a humorously dead-onimpersonation of
Stoker's squealing, bug eating

Renfield.

With Buffy's
victory over the
begin airing new episodes (along count, and her
with its spin-off Angel) wellahead subsequent selfrevelation, the
of most network programs.
Buffy, the WB's horror/drama/ premierehas also
comedy, held its fifth season pre- presented the semiere Tuesday,Sept.26th.
ries'themeforthe
In this episode, Buffy (Sarah current season:
Michelle Gellar),faced off against Buffy's quest to
themost famous vampire ofall time, learn more about
Dracula (Rudolf Martin),in a con- herself and her
temporary retelling of Bram Slayer heritage.
In the end, it
Stoker' s tale. As faras Buffy season
openersgo (most areeither vapidor ties into the uncorny), this was the finest.
derlyingnotionof
went
an
episode
The
for outland- what Buffy (withish B-movie type atmosphere, stay- out all the moning true to the classicDracula story, sters and fiction)
while introducing a spin of trade- is really about:
growing up and
mark Buffy originality.
buffy Cross and stake, buffy the vampireSlayer tm andCopyright Fox and
The vampire appearsonthe clichd relationships.
Related entities
The series has
dark and stormy night, ala RomaDracula tries to lure Buffy towardevil.
nian accentand flowing black cape. progressed far

The entire returning cast membershandle this plotline well,espe-

sister.
"Iwanted somebody whowasn't

(Marc Blucas),

on television, had the decency to

The Slayer and her friends, howeverfind themselves not threatened
by the demon's arrival, but star
struck. This is Dracula, after all.
He's famous.

on the show at a recent convention,
explaining why he introduced the
character of Dawn, Buffy's little

from whenit beganas a mid-season
replacementfor theWB almostfive
years ago
Ithas grown from a little-known

cult favorite to a pop cultureheadliner, with200 plus web sitesdedicated to the show andits stars.

just of its title character, but of its
remarkableensemblecast.
This year, the show will be adding Xander's ex-demon girlfriend
Anya (Emma Caulfield) as a permanent cast member, along with a
new addition, Buffy's 14-year-old

(JamesMarsters).
However, it remains to be seen
as to whether

who can have the kindof relation-

ship with Buffy that we've never
really seen her have before. It's
good tohave somebody who's about
to go through what they went
through (as in high school)."
Whedon has also tackled viewers' claims that nasty British vampireSpike wasunder-usedlast sea-

Blucas
and
Caulfield can justify their characters' presence in
every episode.
Both aredecentac- son.
"What happened was, basically,
tors, but neither
has demonstrated how do you fit him in?" Whedon
the diverse acting asked.
capabilities of the
"And Iagree, Ithink there was a
other members of period wherehe was justborrowing
the permanent a cupofsugarand leaving.Icansay
cast. Also, if this easily thathe's going tohave agreat
season followsthe deal more to do this year,and that
tradition of past it's reallycool!"
seasons, one or
One of these things may very
twocharacterswill well be the return of Spike's ex,
either depart the Drusilla (Juliet Landau), who
show or bite the Whedon says he wouldlike to drop
big stakeof death, in at the worst possible timefor the
the ex- vampire.
Buffy fans can expect love, pain
ples of Angel,
and surprises galore in the coming
In terms ofthe future,series ere- fifth seasonas it builds all the way

flowing

Uor and executive producer. Joss
kVhedon, is more than adamant at

up to the climatic season finale:
Buffy the Vampire Slayer's 100th

efusing

episode.Buffy the Vampire Slayer

to reveal

details on what

airs Tuesdays at 8 p.m.on the WB

vill occur.

He provided some commentary network.

DancerintheDarkleavesaudienceimmobilized
Jeff Dorion
FeaturesEditor

Nobodycame prepared to Tuesday night's advance screening of
Dancer in the Dark at theHarvard
ExitTheatre.Of course,criticscame

.Selma, a Czech factory worker liv-

musicals that are her passion. Exing in rural Washington state dur- plaining any further wouldbe giv-

ing the 19605. Rapidly losing her ing away the film's power.
eyesight, Selma works overtime in
Inany otherdirector'shands, this
her factory in order to pay for the idea might result in a maudlin,big-

cameras using grainy videotape. line, deadbodies do the tango, and
This makes the movie feel all too the caboose of a train becomes a
real.
dance floor. The effect is at first
driving force of the film is jarring, then ultimately haunting.

K

's

performance. She Believeit or not, this is notmeant to
immerses herself in be cute or funny.
Selma; she becomes
JoiningBjork is legendaryFrench
Selma.Bjork becamean actress Catherine Deneuve as
emotional wreck during Selma'sbest friend Kathy.
Deneuve playsagainst her usual
filming, walkingoff the
setand throwing tantrum regal type by donning factory
after tantrum. It is easy worker's clothes, and is surpristo see why. From the ingly convincing. Together with

potent

note pads in hand, but they
wereexpectingtosee a filmthat has
been marketed as arevisionist musical.
However, when the final scene
had ended,and the creditsbegan to
roll, the audience sat in silence in
the packed theater,unable tomove.
It was not until a minute into the
credits when the applausebegan.A
womanleaned over to her friend in
the press section and, with tearstained cheeks, asked, "How are
you going to reviewthis movie?"
Dancer, a genre-breakingfeat of
cinematic originality, is arguably a

in the film's shocking

moviereviewer's worst nightmare.

musical numbers, com-

It is not like anythingthat has been
projected onto a movie screen. It
hardlyfeelslike a movie.The grand

posed by Bjork herself.

with

earlyscenes of maternal Bjork, Deneuve symbolizes the
—
love to the crushing final power of friendship a central
scenes of helplessness, theme of the film.
Bjork emotes a power
Dancer is an important film, arthat no ordinary actor, guably one of the most important
tainted by Hollywood films made in the past 10 years. It
glamour, could pull off. hasalready garnereda reputationas

Her well-known talent
as a singer is on display

prize winner at this year's prestigious CannesFilmFestival,Dancer
canonlybe called an experience,an
emotional wallop thatreduceseven
the most cynical filmgoer to tears.
From Danish directorLars von
Trier(Breakingthe Waves), Dancer
stars Icelandicdancediva Bjork as

Bill (DavidMorse) andSelma (Bjork)have an argument.
operationthat willcureher11-year-

budgeted mess of a movie. How-

As Selma daydreams
away, whether inthe factory or in a courtroom,
ordinary sounds morph
into the rhythm of her
songs. The film then switches visu-

old son of the same disease. To ever, von Trier uses a minimalist, ally, depicting Selma's interior
escape the dreariness of her every- almostdocumentary style.Besides imagination
with vibrant
day life, Selma imagines herself as the six musical numbers, Dancer is Technicolorandlushcamera work.
a dancer in the lavish Hollywood filmed with unsteady, hand held Factory workersdance in a chorus
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a love-it-or-hate-it film, since Hollywood buffs and musical purists

find it too radical to stomach.
Yet eventhose critics whoclaim
to hate Dancer admit how its images continue to haunt them for

days.During the final stretchof the
film, the urge to walk out of the
—
theater was strong the emotion
was that hard to handle.
As one critic said as he walked
out of the Harvard Exit, "I loved
this movie, but Ihate what it has
done to me."
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Seattle Rep presents Jar-ring production
NICOLE GYULAY
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Forgive and forget. When it
comes tofamily, this phrasesometimes seems to leave our vocabulary.Childrenblame theirchildren
for their neuroses, and parents
blame their children for their dissatisfactions. Family gatherings
oftenbecome theairinggroundfor
dirty laundry. Sucha situation can
beunpleasant,butCherylL.West's
dramatic comedy Jar the Floor
teaches us that airing the family's
dirty laundry is the only way to
clean it.
The story takes place in modem-day America when four generations of African American
womencome together tocelebrate
the eldest's 90th birthday. The
somewhat senile great-grandmother, Madear (Marilyn
Coleman),yearns for her home in
Mississippi andher deadhusband,

in the blink of an eye.
West is not afraid to test her
boundaries in this play. She deal
withsensitive issues,such as sexua
abuse and breast cancer in way
they have not been dealt withbe
fore. She incorporates irreverent
painfully blunt yet delightful hu
mor into thingsyou wouldusuall
not think funny. But she know
when to get serious, and she presents thesescenes withimpressive
realism. Through the simple portrayal of thelives of four women,
Jar theFloorreflectshuman experience nearly in its entirety.
Through its sheer power of expression,itleaves you feelinglike
allof your troubles are surmount-

Man, whom she believes is still

-

alive. Madear's daughter, Lola
(Emily Yancy), a great dancer in
her youth, now spends her time
preening,pursuingyoungermenand
berating her mother for minor offenses such as sitting withher legs
open. Lola's daughter, Maydee
(Sharon Washington), is a nervous
butsuccessfulcollegeprofessor who
strugglesdesperately to control the
choices and destiny ofher collegeage daughter, Vennie (Terrilynn
Towns).

When Vennie comes home with
her white girlfriend Raisa (Alexis
Chamow),the situation breaks out
intoheartbreakingandhilarious dysfunctional antics.
None but the very best actors
could portray characters with so
many subtleties. Chamow and
Coleman particularly shine in their
respective roles. All of the actors
show incredible versatility, as the
play goes fromcomedic todramatic

able.
Jar theFloor will be playing at
theSeattleRepertoryTheatre'sLeo

i_^SßHa=n—

I

Theatre until Oct. 28. Tickets
$10 for those under 25 and run
from $29-$42 forothers. Formore
information, call (206) 443-2210.

1

photo Courtesyof Seattle repertory theater

Vennie enjoys shocking Lola andMadear.

BOOK OF THE WEEK
does take an action, he is always
doingit withother people— always
a "we" or"us." Thenarrator'sindirectness
leads the reader to believe
The Virgin Suicides, Jeffrey Euin his infallible detachment,but we
genides' first novel, is a well writ- begin
torealizethat thedetachment
ten, haunting story about five sisisn't perfect.Thenarrator, andallof
ters whocommit suicide within the
his childhood friends, love the sisperiodof a year.The book's anony- ters.
mous narrator points out several
ofthenarratorisunique,

J.L.FARIS

Book Reviewer

times that the mistake most people

makeabout the sistersis assuming
that, because of the proximity of
their ages, they are five different
versions of the same person.As the
narratorcompiles astory fromdai1y
scenes and events, he shows the
reader five very different girls. The
story finishes with the inevitable
death of the last sister, and as the

narrator reminisces,heoffers a few
suggestions,butno real solutions to

their puzzling suicides.
The VirginSuicides isnot ablockbuster novel Thereare nospy rings
or car chases. It is a memoir, or
maybe evena memory.Suspenseis
usually hard to find in memoir-type
stories. The Virgin Suicides has
about as much suspense as Titanic.
From the beginning, the reader
knows what is going to happen to
the five sisters. One would think
that tellingthe endingof the storyis
not the best way to keep an audience interested, butEugenides succeeds indoingjust that.Hisnarrator
relentlesslytakesthereader through
each perfectly rendered scene, and
each detail becomes its own story.
A strange aftereffect of Eugenides' painstaking descriptive
precision is the tricks itplays on the
memoryof thereader.
Longafter I'vefinished,Iam still
remindedof scenes mymemoryhas
adopted from thebook. All it takes
is something small and insignificant,and I
begin recallingsurrogate
memories.
An eyewitness tells the story of
the suicidesin the first person.This
anonymous eyewitness uses his
childhood memories and research
compiled later in life, but henever
takes anactiverole in the story. He
is complete cipher. If the narrator

.
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Why is TIAA-CREF the

but what was really gripping were
the descriptions. There may not be

much suspense in a description,but
it's the descriptions that hold this
book together.They are what kept
mereading.They are whyIam still
haunted by the memories of this
book. The narrator seems to pay
attention to the most minute,insignificant details. Well intothe book,
readersrealize thattheyare attracted
to the story because each detail is
craftedso perfectly. But then they
realize that those details aren't in—
significant, that the storyteller
—
withprecise intent led them from
one description to another so that
they werefascinated all the way to
the end of the book.

#1 choice nationwide?
The TIAA-CREF
Advantage.

,

THE TIAA-CREF

—;

And for good reasons:

"

V

.

Year in and year out, employeesat education and
research institutions have turned toTIAA-CREF.

After seeing whatWarner Books
wants youtopay forthis paperback,
Iamreminded ofsomethingI
should
have saidin my very first review.If
you are ever moved to actually go
out and purchase one of the books I
have discussedinmycolumn,please
try to find a used copy at one ofthe
many fine used bookstores near
campus. Iwould feel guilty if I
knew people were going out and
spending what little money they
have on overpriced paperback
books.
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ADVANTAGE
"
Investment Expertise

Easy diversification among a range of expertly

"

managed funds
A solid historyof performanceand exceptional

"
"

personal service
A strong commitmentto lowexpenses
Plus, a full range of flexible retirementincome options

.

For decades,TIAA-CREF has helpedprofessors and staff
at over 9,000 campuses across the country invest for—
and enjoy— successful retirements.

FxnenseS
\_

.

Customized
_ .

_

Expert Guidance
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Choosing your retirementplanprovider is simple.
Go with the leader:TIAA-CREF.
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Ensuringthefuture
for those whoshape it."

I

1.800.842.2776
—

I www.tiaa-cret.org

For morecomplete"informationonour securities products,pleasecall 1 800.842 2733, ext 5509, torequest prospectuses Read them
" carefully
Teachers
Real
Estatevariableannuities
Services,
Institutional
Inc
distributes
the
CREFand
TIAA
TIAA-CREF
Individualand
you
before
invest
"
mutual fundsand tuition savingsagreements
Personal InvestorsServices, Inc. distributes the Personal Annuities variable annuity component,
"
trust
services.
provides
annuities.
TIAA-CREF
Trust
FSB
Company,
,
York,
insurance
and
NY,
issue
TIAA and TIAA-CREF tife Insurance Co New
Investment productsare not fPICinsured, may lose value and are not bank guaranteed. © 2000 TIAA-CREF 08/03
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Tired of your roommate playing
(
Kid Rock or Neil Diamond? Get
With tl
yourself someawesomemusic, put collection
it in your stereo andblastthat room- tiallyforl
you fit in
mate into the hallway.
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You have toeat.right?Asfantastic as the on campus eateries arc.
they can get a bit tired. Here's a
selection of our favorite eateries
beyond the campus walls.

CapitoiHinhas to offer!
We've made it easy for you.Here's a listof the inexpensive,yet classic places to eat ordrink, the shops that
are best to buy or sellclothes and CDs, and the coolest places to people watch.Lace up your most comfortable
walkingshoes,ripout thesepagesand spendone of the lastsunny days of the yearchecking out theneighborhood.
get out there and emoy al

you'lldigBimbo's.

rlnthlnil
VIVPI.
\J

The basic burrito is the old
standby,butyoucan alsoget itwith

garlic potatoes, shredded beet, or
herb roasted chicken. For dessert,

TaCO Del Mar

College is expensive and sometimes you might find yourselfdig-

burritos'Tnd facZ'thilplKe" cs-

some cool fall duds.
Thisgreasyburgerjointhas great clothes for

S— tney^ve!variety oTbean

Buffalo Exchange
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isine

sthis

We recommendtheir tomato basil soup and almond steamed milk.
which make a meal for just about
"KS
*■'"

Angel's, located at
Thai
the midpoint,o
f Broadway,They
"
\
serve a great chicken panang(curry)
try

"

Yasuko's

506E Pine

530 Broadway

(206)329-9978

(206)322-0123

If you appreciate velvet

rmcGrnaHs
L roSSrOdCIS Trarlino
liaUHl^
325 Broadway
(206)328-5867
It's not uncommon to find bargains here on major brand names
like Bebe and Banana Republic.
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you'llbesure to findlots of
students here, especially
during exam time.
The\'
' re open until mid-
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night,
have both
a
-, andii
smoking section and outdoor seating. Vita's moody
music makes for a rainy
atmosphere
ManySU seniors willre- j!
member Vita as the muchmissed Caffe Paradiso.
However, the Vita of today |
is just as nice.
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campus, but they close early, so
if you want to check it out. go
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The coffee here is excellent.
Their expensive espresso ma-
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Hevenbuy your new andused
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of the selling
clothes for 40percent
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Red
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Clothing Exchange
312 Broadway
(206)329-2200
Stop by this vintage heaven if
you're into sporting something
unique.They offereverythingfrom

tum-of-the-centuryJ velvet coats to

If selection is what you're looking
Value Village,is definitely
'
, for.
,
,
».
the place u> go. Most clothes ranee
between 99 cents and $7.99. This
i vtwo-story
recycled
clothing
mega'
,
" '
,
place
store is also a great
to rind a
unique and inexpensiveHalloween
costume
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550 12th Aye.
Animal's is only a block from
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ThisSU standbyispopularmainly

art and
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favoritece
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ies, cassettes and concert tickets.

-

with rice for less than $7.

Bimbo'S Bitchin'
Burrito Kitchen

.

(s'x3')po

V-Clf^b
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EHSSs

10)' or 50 Percent toward store
(206) 328 0515
credit. They are currently buying
For an urban take on traditional
fa fashlons
food,

classic 24-hour cafe.
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money. You could weed out the
closetinsteadandsell someofthose

Dick's Drive In

1520 Broadway

13,° Broadway
(206)329-2202
Offering you almost any type of
m"sic under the sun, this place has
a huge selection of new and used
CDs. They also sell posters, mov-

,

greatMexican food (and awesome because ofits location,but youalso
margaritas if you're old enough), can'tbeat a meal of rice for $1.50.
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CellophaneSquare

Does it ever feel like you arerarely offcampus? Whether youofficially live here, or justspend 99 percent of
your wakefu |hoursin the confines of the Seattle University grounds,it can get a bit stifling.
—
It's time toexpand your horizonsand explore The Hill.Youare inone of the most vibrant areas inSeattle

CHERYL FARRISH
StaffReporter

(

Notonl

\

Managing Editor
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used techno and indie rock. They
alsohave a largeselection of vinyl.
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915 EPike
(206) 324-8032
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Tiredof your roommate playing
With their expansive vinyl
Kid Rock or Neil Diamond? Get
collection,
this place is essenmusic,
put
some awesome
DJs
tially
only.However,if
for
nyourstereoandblast that roomfit
into
you
category, you
this
hallway.
ite into the
will definitelybe impressedby
theirselectionof turn tables and
()
111

liurself
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r nilt'U

618 Broadway
(206)322-6370
Orpheum specializesin new and
used techno and indie rock. They
have a large selection of vinyl.
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This quaint coffee
S IOP (I(Hlh cs as a

tast - Located across

greatplace for break-
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Online Coffee

Company
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Habitat

301 E Pine

Urban has some of the cutest furnishingon Broadway.

Chicken Soup
Brigade Thrift Store

ots

,

\Jsed 1« urmture
(528 (2th

Avenue
(206) 322-0553

ca(s

Everything from beds and
couches todressersanddiningroom
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Have a cup of joe and surf the
web at the same time at this funky
shop. It'salso a greatplace to visit
while waiting for a haircut at next
door Rudy's Barber Shop.

l(j

ally known women-owned shophas
really coo) books and postcards,
and au tne information on sex you
could everneed,
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1634 1 1 th Aye

(206

This writing center hosts readings, classes, writing groups and

p^ancesallweeklong.There's

a!so a libraryof literary magazines
and journa|s to peruse. It's a great
way to spend a rainy day
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nearly twohoursonbusy IBjl
nights and on the week- I mi
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ends,but you can t beat IHi
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'525 11th Avenue
(206) 322-7789
The basement can be a treasure
trove ofused furniture if youshow
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Babeland
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Though we're not advocating
getting your roommateany errr...
toy* as aChristmas gift,this nation-

set can be nad for $99.

401 BroadwayE.
(206) 322-1800
Though a bit on the expensive
side (there's nothing used here),
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book s y° u need or

that froshEnglishclass canbefound
here, oftenathalf the regularprice.
Or you can just stop by lo p,., he

Dixon's
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a tlike hack up me iii t0 camPus '
but this place is open later than
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Urban Outfitters
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1720 E Olive Way
box
(206) 328-373 1
Capitol Hill'sother internetcafe.
this one has a cute littlepatio seating area

(206)625-1600
Thesmoky upstairs makes agreat
P'acc lor on8 conversations overa
pack of smokes,butit's not thebest
placefor quiet studying. It'sa bitof

I
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tables and really awesome baristas
make this one of the best espresso
bars in the area.
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Bauhaus
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202 Br adW y E
P
(206) izv-iusI
9 3087
(2Uo)
often for that prize couch.The mam
The feng shui decorof this place floor has ots of dishes and cook .
willset your soul at ease while you ware o stock
fifg kitchen

cutest.
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204Belmont Aye. E
(206) 322-5028
Really awesome desserts, and
they're open until 2 a.m.!

fromtheSorrento Hotel, you may just run
|
photo
into
a celeb who
editor
Erin robinson /
j)
thestreet
across
snuck
for a java jolt. Check
out the weekend barista; he's the
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1508 11th Aye.
Lookingfor ways todecorate and
(206) 329-4563
fill yourdorm room/first apartment/
Tonsof kitschy goods to fill your
storagespace? Yourcheapestchoice
When thecoffee carts
is the curb ongarbage day,oralley- dwelling, and all very cheap and
ways at the beg'nning and end of benefittin s a g° odcause
aI SU can't satisfy
Four Angels
your ca e ne needs,
montn (wnen people are m0ve*e
idm 14 h
ttiere are a baz on
1
in
s in and out of then
(206T329-4066
places in the neigh,
,
you want something a little
r
when
Th,s warm and cozy smoke-free
borhoodtocheck out.
Twice Sold Tales
y|ishiCheckoutthcseplaCeS
coffeeshophascomtycouchestoo.
.
of
Here are most
for f(jmishi
and home decora
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cram for that bigmidterm.

Just because a Starbucks opened
right across 12th Avenue doesn't mean
>■
you have to go there.
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They specialize in vintage I
clothing fromthe 19505-80s, I
with an average price range I
between $10-$ 12. You may
„
also appreciate their fashion- |
of
New
able selection classic
Yorkand Tokyo garbs.
And, for those of you who ;
"
are trying to liquidate your
retrocollection,they willalso i."
>,^g
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buy your vintage stuff!

,

ies, cassettes and concert tickets.
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111 Broadway
(206) 323-7374
Not onlydoes this place sell
supercheapusedCDs,but they
also shelve a sizable wall-sized

(s'x3')posterco..ectionofyour
favorite celebrities. Recent wall
Offering you almost any type of
$ include BobMarley;
music under the sun, this place has. p.nk
amJ A
a huge selection of new and used
CDs. They also sell posters, mov-
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If you're tired of sporting
khakis and polo shirts, you
might consider stopping by
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mixers.

(266)329
(206)329-2202

1515 Broadway
(206)323-0960
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Coffee Messiah

mmmmmmmm.
HIN ROBINSON/PHOTO EDITOR
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1554 E Olive Way
(206) 860-7377
The sign in the window says
"Caffeine Saves." 'Nuff said.
est selection of Seattle

I
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Erin robinson/
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Biscayno shines at Pac NW Regionals
SUprepares for Small College National Championships
Memphis Term., Oct. 19-22
Biscayno struggled in her
SHALL
Sports Editor
semifinal singles match, but
later pulled ahead, beating her
University
senior opponent, Sanet Nel of Lewis
Seattle
Melisa Biscayno remained un- andClark State 7-5, 6-2. She
stoppable this weekend as she sailedahead in her finals match
left competition at the ITA against
second-seeded
of
Pacific
Northwest
Catherine
Rinaldi
NAIA
Regionals at Lewis and Clark Albertson's College 6-0, 6-4.
"All Ineeded to do was get
State College unbeaten.
The number one seeded one more ball back, and then
Biscayno,in singles and doubles she tended to go for it,"
play,qualified for theRolex ITA Biscayno said.
Small College National Cham"I've been in this position
pionships, which will beheld in beforebut it [was] different this

ALEXIS JUDAY-MAR-

time becauseit' s for my school."
Biscayno and doubles partner
Jessica Fry defeated Libby
Ames and Rinaldiin the doubles
final, winning, 3-6, 6-3, 6-1.
"Iplayed the bestI've played
in a while," said Fry,exhausted
and ready to rest.
In men's competition, thirdseeded Ram Hernandez was upset by Lewis and Clark State's
Sasa Bausvac, 3-6, 6-3, 6-4.
All four of SU's men lost in
the 16th round and had to settle
with consolation play.

Hernandez and Eski Strong
recorded a 6-1, 6-0 victory in
their quarterfinals doubles
match, but later floundered
against top-seeded pair Dermot
O'Grady and Vinicius Vieira of
Lewis andClark State,6- 1 ,6-2.
At the ITA Championships,
winners from eight regional
tournaments in singles and
doubles play will compete in
hopes of gaining the national

crown

The NAIA national winners
will then qualify for the Super

Bowl in which they will face
the top winners at the NCAA
DivisionIIand111levels as well
as competitors from the junior
college level. Winners of the
Super Bowl will gain an automatic berth to the NCAA Division INational Indoors Competition in Texas in February.

The women's aggressiveplay anddeterminationpayed off in the final round ofthe tournament.

CARL BERGQUIST/ STAFFREPORTER

Doubles partners Fry andBiscayno embrace after
their victory.
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Help us help others

oslphof
PLASMABCENTER

Alpha is currently in need of
blood plasma donors. Giving
plasma is safe, easy and fast.
You can donate up to twice a
week. Earn $60 in just two
quick visits.

$126 BONUS

F

mm

\m\Hm\L»

W I

Alpha will pay a $126 bonus
to students on their 20th
donation during fall quarter.
This offer is valid through
year end and count through
12/31/00, with student I.D.

Remember r
how TUn it was?

Here's a

chance to relive
those

memories.

—CENTER HOURS—

MON 10AM— 7PM
TUES-TH BAM— 7PM
FRI-SUN BAM— 4PM

Part-time bus drivers wanted for Metro.
(Tin hats

not

required.)

Earn $ I4.07-$2O. I0 an hour
Flexible schedule
Great health & vacation benefits
Paid training
Have WA
Must be at least 2 1 years old
driver's license & acceptable driving record

7726 15th Aye NW
Seattle (Ballard)
(206) 782-6675

(206) 684-1024

www.metrokc.goV/ohrm
/^\Kmg County

King County Metro Transit is an equal opportunity employer.

PitlIW

* New Donor: Present (his coupon on your
first visit andreceive an extra $5.(X)

"
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Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT
specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, Idon't
think anyone knows more
aboutthis test, or how to teach
it, than Ido. That's why Istill
teach my own classes. That's
why you should callme.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weeklyhelp sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $695.
I can -answer any LSAT
question let me prove it. Call
now for a free seminar:
524-4915
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Freshman powerhouse Nudell Lee propels
the women's soccer team to another victory
Carl bergquist
Staff Reporter
Fifth ranked Seattle University
Women's Soccer (6-1, 11-2), fresh
off a victoryagainstHumboldtState

University, also defeated CaliforniaSt.University-DominguezHills.
In both games, they were led by
freshmen standout Anna Nudell
Lee.

"We came out pumpedup; it was
like war," said sophomore Teresa
Katnik.
The game was fought with SU
still reeling from last year's loss of
theNCAA Division IIcrown.

year) and they didn't,"saidNichole
Sauvageau.

California St. UniversityDominguez Hills
The gameagainstSt. University-

"It's almost like we had to prove that
we deserved the trophy (last year) and

came from NudellLee, whoscored
each game's only goal. Her play
propelled her tobenamedPacWest
Conference player of the week for
the secondtime.It'sthe fourth time
in five weeks an SU player has
received the award.
Even though NudellLeesays she
likes distributing the ball,she leads
the conference in points (20), surpassing teammateSauvageau (18),

game against Humboldt State, reallycapitalized onher opening.
"Youmay not haveal1 thechances
in the world, but youhave to capi-

talize on the ones you get. That's
what winsgames,"Nudell Leesaid.
There was a strong defensive
showing by both teams' goalies.
Redhawk's goalie Carrie Geraghty
stopped eight shots, while
Dominguez Hill's goalie stopped

and goals (9).
Nudell Leealso leads the conference in game winninggoals with
four.Twoofthemcome fromgames
this past week.

13. Her efforts, however, were a

futile effort
TheRedhawks willremainon the
PacWest Division rival, Humboldt
road as they travel to Rapid City,
State University, 1-0 and were led
NICHOLE SAUVAGEAU, WOMEN'S SOCCER
SD toplay JamestownCollege Friby Anna Nudell Lee.
day and National American UniWith players likeNudell Leeand
TEAM MEMBER
Under a beautiful California sun,
versity Sunday as they attempt to Sauvageau the team is steam-rolithe game was decided in the 23rd
reach a number one ranking in the ing toward a conference crown and
preparing for nationals.
minute off the foot of Nudell Lee.
The team was not NCAA Divi- Dominguez Hills was also very NAIA polls.
The game was very physical. Both sion 11, butonly NAIA last year, so physical, and was won with one
However the story of both games
teams played with very similar
the award went to Humboldt State, kick from Nudell Lee in the tenth
styles. An always-aggressive eventhough SU was atop the divi- minute on an assist from Toni
SU Women's Soccer Stats
Riccelli.
Humboldt State came out and gave sion.
Lee,
Nudell
who scored the
SU agoodchallenge in a gamethat
"It'salmostlike wehad to prove
Overall: 11-2-0 Conf: 6-1-0 Home:3-2-0 Away: 5-0-0 Neut: 3-0-0
wasn'tover until the final whistle. that we deserved the trophy (last game's only goal in the previous
TEAMSTATISTICS
SU
OPP
" SHOT STATISTICS "
41-301
7-103
Goals-Shot attempts
Shot pet
.136
.068
Goals/Game
3.2
0.5
HumboldtState
SU women's soccer defeated

to stop SU'sassault.

they didn't/'

Fitness in

Seattle

Shots/Game

A
Weekly
Column

23.2

Assists

31

CORNER KICKS

73
2-3
44

PENALTY KICKS
OFFSIDES

7.9
4
22

0-0
2

" PENALTIES "
Fouls

166

Yellowcards
Redcards

7

0

153

4
0

" ATTENDANCE "
Shanti Hahler
Staff Reporter
Located about45 minutesfrom
downtown Seattle,Mt.Sioffers a
very popular hike set in the lush
green old growth forestof North
Bend. The 7,900 acre conservation area houses many native
birds, mountain goats and rock
formations that werecreated during the Jurassic period.
There is plenty of parking at
the base of the trail, as well as
outhouse-style restrooms and
grassy areas for resting tired legs
after thehike.
The hike is eight miles round
trip, and if you're lucky enough
to make it there on a clear day,
you can catch the tops ofdowntown Seattle's highrise buildings
beyond the vast scenery.
Itis also a greatplace to have a
smalllunchand take in the view.
Pets are allowed, but must be
kept on a leash at alltimes.
If you aren't up for an eightmile trip, Mt. Si also offers a
shorter versioncalled CreekSide
Trail that is 1/5 mile roundtrip
and is wheelchairaccessible.
At the tail-endofthehike there
a
is small creek running under the
bridge wherehikerscan soaktheir

feetand relax,but remember-this
is Seattle, and the wateris cold.
For those of you who can't

survivewithout acoffeefixformore and 10.
than a few hours, there is a small
For extraprecaution, pack wadrive-throughcoffee shopaboutone ter bottlesand snacks, as well as
milefrom the trailhead.
pants, a warm shirt, wool hat and
The town just outside the trail Band-Aids.Itcan getpretty
' chilly
offers gas stations, a Bank of at the top,andif youaren t the one
America, restaurants and quaint togetablister, you'11come across
shopping areas, as well as outlet some poor soul along the way
stores includingGap andNike.
who did and didn't bring any
Mt. Si trails willbe closed Oct. 9 Band-Aids.

Total

620

609

Dates/Avg Per Date

5/124
3/0

5/122

Neutral Site #/Avg

"Car Accident Victims Get A Crash
Course On Their Rights!"
Seattle, WA. A new free reporthas recently been released that
reveals informationevery car accident victim should have
before they speak to anyone. Research shows that evena
"fender bender" cancause pain, headaches even arthritis.
Many car accident victims worry more about their car than they
do their rights. If you have been involved in an auto accident

listen to the 24-hour toll-freerecordedmessageby calling
1-800-725-6793. The call is free and so is the report.

Directions

—

Beware of State Patrolalong this stretch of the
highway there are manytree-lined corners where
they hide, so no speeding!

Take 1-5 north
Exit to 1-90 bridge east to Spokane
Take exit #31 Highway 202 west to North
Bend
Take a left of the off ramp and go straight
(you'll pass theoutlet stores on your left)
Make a right at North Bend Way and
continue going straight
Make a left on SE Mt.Si Road
Follow Mt.Si Road for 2 l/10mi
Make a left at the brown hiker signinto the
parking lot
You're there! Enjoy the hike!
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Live and Learn

Japanese!
The Waseda Oregon Transnational Program, Winter &: Spring
2001, in Tokyo, Japan, is a comparative US-Japanese Societies
study program that mixes US-based and international students

with Japanese undergraduates at the prestigious Waseda
University. Three levels of Japanese language instruction are
offered in addition to US-Japanese Societies courses in the
humanitiesand social sciences. Scholarships of up to $1000 are
available! Deadline for applications is October 27, 2000. For
more information, contact:

Waseda Oregon Office
Portland State University
(800) 823-7938
www.wasedaoregon.org
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Men's soccer shuts out Hawaiian rivals
Team back on track with two wins, after a losing streak
U-WEN LEE
Staff Reporter

ied. Indeed, they wereplaying their
first ever game on the roadand SU
made full use of its homefield ad-

Pacific University

vantage.

Score one for the Redhawks!

2-0

As the referee brought the game
toaclose,onecould sense the mixture ofoverwhelmingreliefand joy
that was present in the air. The
Seattle University men's soccer
teamhadearnedthemselves amuchneeded andmuch-deserved victory

over Hawaii Pacific University at
ChampionshipField.
Last Thursday evening, the
Redhawks finally brought their
alarming three-game skid to ahalt
and registered a 2-0 win in their
Pacific WestConference match. As
thesecond half ofagrueling season
gotunder way,theRedhawks knew
that anything less than a moraleboostingvictory onhomesoil would
severely damage their hopes of
claiming the PacWest title.
The two teams' fortunes could
not be less contrasting. The
Redhawks were in a depressing
slump, whiletheir opponents were
riding high on a three-game winningstreakof their own.

A potentially explosive game
fizzled out disappointingly in the
end due tonumerousfouls committed by both teams. The gamereally
lit uponly in the 33rdminute when
SU won a freekick after yetanother
HPU foul, and freshman Craig
Johanson took aim and struck it
with power and precision. In the
flicker of an eye, the Redhawks

High five for theRedhawks!

TheRedhawks showed glimpses
of their 1997 championship-winning form as they romped to an
emphatic 5-0 victory over the visitingBrighamYoung University on
Monday eveningat Championship
Field.

The hapless Seasiders were like
wounded animals since they were
drubbed 7-0 bySeattle Pacific Universityin their previousgame.They
were easypickings for aRedhawks
team with plenty to prove, both to
themselves and to the fans. Last
yearBYUstretched SU to the limit,
holding out for a 0-0 score before
goingdown to a goalby formerSU
player Scott Nelson.
However, in the first half, the
Redhawks played like a team who
appearedunpreparedand directionless.
BYU was supposed tobethe perfect tonic to cap off a three-game
homestand, yet SU could not kill
them off. In the end, the visitors
were grateful that they went in at
halftime onlya goal down.
SU'slone goal in thehalf came in
the 9th minute. A poor goal kick by
Seasiders custodian Ben Umili, Jr.
went straight to attacker Danny
Ferris.Ferris appearedsurprised as
he was giventhe ball, andhe put his
shot wideof the goal.
Ferris netted the first goal after
25 minutes. He notched his fourth
of the campaign with a header, off
anassist from freshman JamesVert.
Vert, with fourassists sofar, crossed
from the right and Ferris tucked it

Then came a moment of controversy. Inthe 87th minute,SU freshmanSheaRobinsongothimself sent
off for allegedly kicking HPU's
goalkeeper Fredrik Andreasson as
he was trying to get a shot in.

Game Lineup

SURedhawk Jordon Inouyegoes for the ball.
found themselves a goal in front
TheSea Warriors, rattled by the
earlysetback, earned a free kick of
their own seven minutes later, but
midfielderLeonardoMacKnightput
his weak attempt sky-high.
Theclock signaled the endof the
first half, but the official did not
notice the time and allowedplay to
continue.
HawaiiPacific came out after the
break withallguns blazing. But for
all their creativity and intelligent
passing,they justcould not convert
theirchances intoany goal-scoring
opportunities.

TheRedhawks werethe onesmost
likely to grab another goal. Freshmanmidfielder James Vert missed
a goldenchance todouble the score
witha mis-timed kick in the 60th
minute. With the team bereft of
ideas at the moment, it was up to
attacker Danny Ferris to take
centerstageand steal the show.
Ferris was lively in many of the
SU attacks, and while most of the
chances fell to his feet, there was
always a Sea Warrior defender to
hack the ball away from him. His
timewas to come laterin thegame.
With just nine minutes remain-

Redhawks: Doyle, Miller,
Eiseman, Houck (captain), England,Johanson,Vert,Yamauchi,
Fauske, Robinson, Ferris.

Andreasson reacted furiously and
got intoRobinson's face. An ugly
altercation was broken up by the
referee, and after some pondering,
Andreasson was also shownthered

Sea Warriors: Andreasson,
Byman, Juliano, MacKnight,
Fyrileiv, Kalama, Martarian,
Stefanov, Inouye, Martin,
VerEecke.

card.

ing, HPU defender Jordan Inouye
strode forward in search of agametyinggoal and he almost got it. He
let fly witha shot from 20 yardsout,
but his effort was smothered comfortably by goalkeeper Jeremiah
Doyle.
The game was effectively ended
two minutes later when the second
SUgoal wentin. Againit wasFerris
who was involvedin theheartofthe
attack. The sprightly forward stole
the ball fromthe left,advancednear
the goal and hitit sweetly into the
right corner.Game, set andmatch.
All credit to the Sea Warriors,
they did not caveineven though it

Substitute striker JosephSupang
was in an upbeat mood after his
team's buoyantvictory.
"Everybody realizedwecandoit
(despite the key injuries), because
we workedhard. Our morale is up.
Maybe we feel we should have
think weshould
scoredmoregoals.I
have beat them up really badly,"
Supang said.
Danny Ferris said the team'stactics werechanged tofocus more on
the attack, and that HPU's slow
defensemade itaneasier jobfor the
forwards to get more space on the
ball.
"Droppingthreegames waspretty
bad.Istill think wedidn't show our
best today, and we should have
scored off more of the chances.
They were definitely the weaker
team, and we should have scored
more against them," Ferris said.

was clearthey weredown andbur-

formance to dominate the attack
andhe wasduly rewarded with the

Redhawks vs. Brigham
Young University

5-0
GameLineup
Redhawks: Doyle, Johanson,

Vert, Eiseman,
Yamauchi, Fauske, Houck,
Ferris, Supang, England.
Miller,

Seasiders: Umili, Johnson,
Petrie,Tsuda,Keenan,Medrano,
Mudalair,Pitts,Akinaka,Myers,
Tani.

team's next twogoals. He scoredin
the 66th and 79th minutes, generously assisted by Jon Yamauchi and
substitute midfielder Matt Hulen.
It'sbeena whilesince any SUplayer
had scored a hat-trick, and Ferris
savored the moment deservedly.
Immediatelyfrom therestart,Tim
Dapar scored whatproved tobe the
final nail in BYU's coffin. He
latched ontoanotherassistbyHulen
andherattled the backof thenet for
SU's fifthof the day.Daparhadthe
distinction of beingthe first returningplayer to score this season. All
previous 27 goals had been scored
by players who were new to the
team.

into the net,

Seasiders'headcoachBob Barry
was very vocal from the sidelines,
as he relayed tactics back and forth
tohisplayers.BYU'sbestperformer
of the day, Shiva Mudalair, embarked on a scintillating solo run
which stunned the SU defenders.
Mudalair managed to sneak in a
shot on target, but goalkeeper
Jeremiah Doyle lungedto hisleft to
keepit out.

Then came the second-half blitz
by the Redhawks as they ran rampant over BYU with four goals inside 33 minutes.
First,JustinMiller's throw-in was

inadvertently headed in by a

Seasider defender for anown goal.

In the blink of an eye, the score
increased to 2-0,and the Redhawks
felt victory within their grasp.
Just like he did last Thursday,
Ferris again put on a five-star per-

Not to be outdone by his teammates, freshman Joseph Supang

provedhe could tangle withthe best
as he workedhard tocreatenumerous attackingoptions for his team.
He was onthe benchlast Thursday,
but wasrewarded this time with a
place in the startinglineup. He did
not disappoint withtwo commendable efforts in the second half, the
first one an absolute screamer of a
shot which agonizingly thundered
off the right goalpost.
In the end,Redhawks coachPete
Fewing could afford the luxury of
bringing on reserve goalkeeper
Brandon Sewell for a rare appearance on the pitch.Sewell preserved
the shut-out, and the Seasiders
trooped off the field licking their
wounds.
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Even though soccer has long been regarded as a teamsport, there will
naturallybe individuals whoproduce sheer moments ofgenius tolight up
the game. One such player is SU's DannyFerris.
From the beginning of SU's game against HPU, Ferris was lively up
front and always looked the most likelyperson to score. Try as he may,
only alackof support fromhis teammatespreventedhimfrom achieving
that.On no less than three occasions, Ferris found himself alone to take
on the entire HPUdefense withno teammatein sight topass to.It washis
tireless running that gave SU the extraimpetus itneeded to complete the

2-0 victory.
To Drove that it was not a one-off performance, Ferris bettered his
efforts in Monday's game with an amazinghat-trick of goals against
Brigham YoungUniversity. The Seasiders simply had no answer to his
vast array of techniques,andFerris punishedthemappropriately for some
slack defending.
The Yakimanative is playing his first season with the Redhawks.For
the past two years he has been plying his trade for Skagit Valley
Community College.He led theNWAACCNorthDivision with35 goals
last seasonand finished his career there with an impressive totalof 49.
Danny was included in the all-star lineup and finished second in the
running for the MVPaward.
Currently a juniormajoring in History,the 6'1" Ferris can be assured
of a regular place in the starting elevenif he can put in the samelevel of
committment and assurance for the remainder of the season. U-Wen

—
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Women's V-Ball nearly topples W. Oregon

Redhawksface13th home defeat after a hardfought battle
SONIA RUIZ
Staff Reporter

notime atall.The play waspunctuatedbyexcellent diggingfromfreshman Cassandra Hussey and great
Redhawk volleyball has never net play by sophomore Freeda
been as exciting to watch as it was Battle. The whole team showed
this past week. After losing to much improvement in their defenHumbolt State University three sive game over the last week of
games to one last Thursday, the practice. Weak hits and more unlady Redhawks were hungry for forced errors plagued WOU while
more action served up by Western the Redhawks showed more conOregon University on Saturday af- sistency with their volleys and
ternoon.

The WOU Wolves were late arriving because they got caught up
by traffic from anaccident outside
ofTacoma.The four-laneroadblock
was not going to be the only thing
toget in the way ofaWOU victory.
The lady Redhawks were poised
and came to the court fully preparedtodobattle witha heightened
sense ofconcentration oncommunicating on the court and battling
back from discouragingmistakes.
Game onestartedout withevenly
matched playing efforts by the
Redhawks and Wolves. However,
the lady Redhawks made good use
of many of the mistakes made by
WOU, capitalizingontheir unforced
errors.Thefirst game showed great
improvement on getting below the
ball for important digs and getting
high abovethe net formuch needed
blocking. Though the Redhawks
gave WOU a tough match, the
Wolves pulled out a win 15-7.
Game two turned everything
around as the Redhawks found
themselvesup with a 10-4 lead in

"We totally
stepped it upfrom
our last game/
Allyson laible,

MiddleBlocker
backcourt digs. Certainly surprising the Wolves with fierce competition, WOU could only manage
another six points as the lady
Redhawks won game two with a
score of 15-10.
In the third game, the Redhawks
kept up their smart net play and

active defense to alwaysstay a few
points aheadof the Wolves, such as
the Redhawks' 10 point lead over
WOU's eight.From then on it was

themassive hittingstrengthof team
captain and outside hitter Nikki
Wolfert. With a wicked kill by

Wolfert followed by anace by juniorMarieHomer,WOU was forced
to take a time-out to regroup. But
the break wasnot enough to power
past the Redhawks, who won the
game 15-11.
Theexcitement was too much to
handle for the volleyball fans who
wereused tocheeringhopefully for
their teambut usually walked away
disappointed. Now there wasmore
than a fighting chance that the
Redhawks could see a volleyball
victory here at SU.
Game four startedoff withhorrible mistakes made by the
Redhawks while WOU jumps out
infront 4-0.MeganKorne, a WOU
outside hitter, kept the Redhawks
reaching for dig, after dig racking
up the points. Thankfully, Wolfert
started off a threepoint runand the
Redhawks quickly cameback to tie
the score at six.Unfortunately that
was almost all the points the
Redhawks could manage as they
fell to WOU7-15.
The final game had Western Oregon looking to shut the Redhawk
ladies down early in rally play. The
game was quick but tight, scores SU's volleyballteam worked hard during theirclose game with WOU.
never more than a two pointdifference,
keep the intensity up in spite of
Laible wassatisfied withher performance, chalking up two blocks
After a hard fought 11point tie, setbacks.
Middle blocker Allyson Laible in this game.
WOU turned up the intensity of
TheRedhawksare getting closer
play andhandedthe Redhawks their was quite excited about their play
and closer to that home victory.
13th loss of the season, denying after the game.
It is just a matterof finishing off
"Communication is everything
them their first home victory.
it
up
great
stepped
totally
from
starts and keeping the intenHeadCoach SteveNimocks was and we
ability
game,"
sity
they
our
start out withuptheentire
to
last
Laible said.
impressed withhis team's
■

t

game.
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Boston's Beantown Blues Bonanza

AUSTIN BURTON
Sports Columnist

it all,andBostonhas threeofthe game's best (heart failure).
These tragedies are the worst of the bad
players inNomarGarciaparra, PedroMartinez
to
Everett,
MLB's
answer
Joe
news
for a franchise in disarray.
and Carl
Peschi's chacter in Goodfellas.
On the court during their postLarry Bird
General Manager Dan Duquette has be- days,theCelticshavebeenoneofthe sorriest
come one ofthemost vilified sportsfigures in teams in the league.
recent memory; his bone-headedfront office
Pierce and forward AntoineWalker are the
moves include dumping superstars Mo team'slone bright spots. Coach Rick Pitino

which McSorley apparently mistook the
Canucks' Donald Brashear's head for a
Titleist and proceeded to use his hockey
stick as an 8-iron.
A conviction could mean 1 and a half
years inprison for McSorley, whichisclose
to the total amount oftime thathe's spentin
the penalty box during his 17-year NHL

Let's just say that guys likePervis Ellison and
Tony Battie won't be going to any All-Star
games unless they buy a ticket.

As if the team didn't have enough to
deal with, goaltender John Grahame is
out indefinitely after breaking his ankle
last Saturday.
Grahame injuredhimself whenhe fell
off a curb. Maybe he tripped over Peter
McNeely, Boston native and former
Tyson victim,alsoknown as "TheGreat
White Nope."

EV'nh

the Olympics taking a backseat
another two years, thereal meat of the
rts year is uponus.October bringsus
baseball playoffs and the World Series.
Football season is in full swing, and
trainingcamps for basketballand hockey
are set to open this month.
Even boxing has a juicy schedule for
the coming weeks those in action include Lennox Lewis, Shane Mosley and
America's favorite psychopath, Mike

—

Pity

that probably isn't feeling the
ent is Boston, Mass. Why?Because Vaughn and RogerClemens.
One can argue that the team's troubles
last decade or so, Boston sports
began
term
when they soldBabeRuth to the Yant a trademark on the
"snakeA few examples of the Beantown kees for $125,000.
With Ruth,Boston won their last World
Series title in 1918, the same year that saw
Strom Thurmond graduate from highschool.

career.

would give his hair grease to charity to be
back in Kentucky.
The rest of the team? Let's just say that
They don't even play in Boston, yet the
guys like Pervis Ellison and Tony Battie
Foxboro,
Mass.-based football team isn't
going
to any All-Star gamesunless
won'tbe
immune
to
theBeantown Blues.
theybuy a ticket.
After reaching the Super Bowl in 1997,
the Pats have fallen on hard times. New
England opened the 2000 season at 0-4
before beating the Broncos on Sunday,and
quarterback Drew Bledsoe has spent a lot
Celtics
more time on hisback this year.
Once again, the Soxmissed the playoffs.
On Friday,comerback AntonioLangham
While this shouldn't come as a surprise to
Marty
McSorley
Friday,
On
defenseman
learned thathe was being suedforan alleged
Thenear-fatal stabbing of swingman Paul
anyone the teamhasn't been to the World
Vancouver,
a
renders
judge
willlistenas
B.C.
sexual assault that took place in July of last
Series in 14 years, and this year was sup- Pierce is no laughing matter. Neither are the
in
his
trial.Thecase
a
verdict
criminalassault
year.
posedto be different.
deaths of draft pick Len Biasin 1986 (crack
on-ice
incident
February
stems
a
in
from
Reggie
Lewisin 1993
Manyanalystspicked the RedSox to win overdose),or All-Star

The Patriots

■

TheRed Sox

—

The

The Bruins
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Associated

Jet City Improv
Jet City Improv is doing a
benefit show for Habitat for
Humanity
sion is $5 and all proceeds go
to the Guatemala trip!
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Students

'

of

FRESHMEN AND

FrTlDklc;
TT?
AWCiFFP Fl
KANSrtK.
tLfcO I IUNt?

Elections are coming up for the
Transfer Rep.
Important Dates:
Campaign Kickoff Oct. 6
Candidates Forum Oct. 11, 6 p.m.
m BeWarman Lobby
Primary Elections Oct. 12
Final Elections Oct. 19

4

Fall Cruise is coming up! Oct. 14, 2000
Dance 9-12 p.m. Boards at 8:30 p.m.
Boat leaves at 9 p.m. Pier 55
Call x6260 for more info.

j-

,

JjBIBHBBPHBBHP'^

A^

welcome to come to
Student organizations and I
Clubs need to re-register by ASSUCouncil meets on Tuesdays inPi^ott 102
Nov. 1. Forms are available from 9-11p.m.
The following meet in the ASSUoffice,second
outside the ASSU office or
you can get them on-line at floor of the SUB:
WWW.seattleu.edu/student/
ClubsCommitte:Monday,8:30 a.m.
activities/. Questions???
Elections Committe: Wednesday, 6 p.m.
Contact Phillip Tran at
Presidential: Thursday ,6 p.m.
"
Appropriation:Tuesday, 7:30 p.m.

All^

Attention all students over 21:
Come and join us for the first
THIRSTY THURSDAY!
The Senior Class Committee presents a night at the Elysian.
Thursday, Oct. 5, 2000 at 8 p.m. Happy Hour prices for beer on
tap all night long with SU ID.

Marketplace
/"^ "1 *j%

100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers

m m «■

WJLCL & O -L
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19
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400. Services
500. For Rent
600. Misc

\JLO

100. For Sale
COSTUME SALE! Get ready

Part-Time Nanny/Mother's Wallingford districtofSeattle. We
are open Monday through Friday
Park,
Madison
between 8 a.m. and 6 p.m. For
Family,
Nice
seeks reliable student with nanny moreinformation,callJerryat(2o6)
experience for 10-15 hours per 633-4944. Comejoin SilverCloud
week as nanny/ mother's helper Valet during this exciting time of
(Tues. 3-6 p.m., Wed. eves, alter- growthandopportunity! EEO/AA/
nating Sat. eves and Sun. after- M/F/D/V
noons) $10 per hour.Mark: (206)
323-3377.
transportation
PLANNING INTERN
TheCityofßellevueTransportaSign-up
your
WANT CASH?
tion Department is looking for an
classmates for cool internet sites
undergraduate
or graduate student
and receive a minimum of $i oo
internshipposition
to fill an
in the
n!! There's no easierway
make money! Log onto Long-RangePlanningGroup.This
position starts in October 2ooo and
TeamMaemacom or call 1-877is for a period of at least one year.
'
866 2462
The salary is $10.25 per hour(Undergraduate InternII) or $12.34 per
Become a Silver Cloud Valet.
(Graduate Intern III) and inhour
aoud
the
'.
eludes
additionalbenefits
ciuaes
no auumondi
oenems.
service,
leading
is
Northwest s
valet
prefer
undergraduate
We
or
nQw
for
graduate
students
with
qualificatimepositi
intneSeattle/Belle vUe
»~
tlonS( training and ,or experience
have number
nights weekdavsand that demonstrate the following:
aval|
aoieoays nignis,weeKaaysana
avai
abledavs

for Halloween with the SU Fine
Arts Department Costume Sale.
Find the costumeofyourdreams

Helper

—

Imean, nightmares! Pigott Auditorium, Oct. 12 &13 from 10a.m.2p.m. Everythingis a buck! Clothing, shoes, accessories!

200. Help Wanted
AfterSchool care/driver for two
children(8& 13-yrs-old)inSeward
Park. $10/hr. Requires car, references. Mon.-Fri p.m. occasional

weekday evenings.

"

Kelly:

.

(206)324-2150,(206)725-1661

eves.
----„.-

SEEKING

pARTT[MF
PART-TIME

.

NANNY(approx.15
hrs/week)for
>■ t-r
4 and 2-year-olds on Mercer Island Very flex.ble as to school

phy, public administration or related fields.

"* "

car required. Wages d.o.e.
(206)275-4408.

The cost for classifieds
ISW.WIOTmc

posjt.on.

first 20 Words
and 15 Cents a
Word there after.

Formoreinformation.pleasecontact Jonathan Dong at (425) 4524894 or via e-mail at
jdong@cbellevMe.wa.us. Please
send applications to:
Jonathan Dong

TranspOTtation Department
City of Bellevue
P.O. Box 90012
Bellevue,u/ioannoonn
WA ysuw-yuiz

..j

To advertise, Cflll
Ben Stangland at
/on/i\ on< (^aia Or tax
(206) 290-6474 f
him at (206) 296-6477.

«£«

f

internersonal skills,
skilk en
enstrong interpersonal
weekends. If you are responsible,
ability
to work wellin
hard working, have excellent cus- thusiasmand
tomer service skills and are inter- a group setting.
An educational background in
ested in making $8-12 an hour, we
transportation
planning, civil engiinvite you to fill out an applicationat
urban
neering,
planning, geogra3901 Stoneway N.Suite 100 in the

TEACHING ASSISTANT
WANTED for HomeworkSupport
$12/Hour. FactoriaSylvan Learning Center: (425) 641-7609.

■.■>

Interestedapplicants should subresume and
letter describing their qualificat.ons and
experience and explaining their inest m the
The deadhne
for subm.ttal is Oct. 27, 2000.

L

schedule. Experience, references,

The Spectator is where

Strong computer skills including

experience with GIS and database
programs.
Strong analytical as well as oral
and writtencommunication skills.
Excellent organizational skills
and attention to detail.
Ability to work withdemanding
and competing deadlines.

All classifieds and
personals
must be SubV*
mitted by Friday at
5p m for j^e Thursday
" v please.
edition. Pre-pay
|

Personals
—

—

Kerry Isaw you walking with
Isaw you: In the quad at the
life. I'mveryproudofyouatCSH. that shaggy looking guy. You were BBQ. You: Cute, Brown hair,
We will go on another mission wearing your "new" flip flops and s'lo",Male. Ismiled at you...you
soon! Ireally want to work this had flowers in yourunbrushed hair, smiledback. Maybecoffee? Tea?
out. Can't wait to see you.
more
Me?Meet me inthe quadon Friday
*Want someone a little
Love yourbig sis!
at Ip.m.
NSYNC? CALL ME!
Hi Mr. Wood!I
miss you in my

—

Jenn
MarisaPimentel
I'vebeen seeing you on campus
You are the coolestgirl I'veever
lately andIjust wanted you toknow met and I'm so glad that Iget to be
that you're my shining star. Evenif your roommate. You're the best!!!
you have ablack eye.
The Mariners are going all the
Love, L.A.G.
way this year!
„
To the best roomie ever —
seniors—
Mey
'
Chicken
Third Floor Bellarmine-have
Eggs...youmake mydaze sunny- AMAM.So, the fun willstartsoon,
Besure toclean yourheadgearsso
Are you ready to have some
some
fun. Iwant to hear more
is
right
ha? October26th B aroundthe
_
chicken salad? Last chance for a theywillbebling-blingingforThirsty
noise This is from more han one
q
comjer! j
Thursday !
evolution.
Person.
Your Favorite
—MAAKCCS-I
JonnyPerkinsnC>
BigBunny,
Withhair thecolor of goldin old
c <luiero
cho PaP pero quit
Campion,
Jackie
of
so
my
personal?
painting
nose,
Where's
lam
and thatsexy potato
For
ror an
all 01
of inose
r
those peeps
Deeos out mere
there
*
„„
so
yourhead
doing
hpln
muchhomework
Thnnks
much tor
fnr your
vnnr help
c
1hanks <:n
so much
sad
youneedtostopbymoreoften.nl
who are so 425.1heart you!
IS
in
lo
roi
g°
_Mawley
S
w'th the quotes. Major coolpoints.
Crying Pokemon
bring the white pants.

.

,
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-
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To my PeerEd partner inmaybe,

PUT YOUR WORDS HERE! rFgEZSP*
w^.wvv«
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Love, The hidden hands
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a personal in The Spectator
Putting
"
IS easy. JuSt gO tO the CampUS
VVAssistance Center, located in the
,*i^s
° for more
"' Student Union Building
-<3SM P<S>\.
.
)——«*- lniormation.
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-Personals are free and appear in every
issue

-

— Personals area great way to get the
message OUt on campus, say hello to a
friend, or even wish someone a happy
birthday.

Ch

.

E

,
,
Navyb°y saresolastmonth!
»,

MicheiieCamp-Besurehis-de"
" is ready
his with
drawal."

m*

■

'

,

.

team!

Katherine— You-re missing out.
Jazzercise is the best. When are

yougoingtogetusourleotardsyou
promised?

p° sit

Dear Law School,

-Lergmd
Kityßiogi— Boni-oi-oing!
To all my 425"s We are going to

rock this campus! It's a revolution,
BABY!
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CHOOCHOO,
To an tnose sweet |adies who
deserve to live on the eighth floor,
youmake me smile everyday.

Chanelly—
Get Ready to shake your speedy
booty! Happy2lsttoourHawaiian
Pr ncess

' Jj^

We know the Importance of
speed and variety on a budget.
Feast on this. Download speeds that will make your head spin. And more movies,
sports and special interest channels than ever before. All at a price you can afford.
It's AT&T@Home high-speed cable Internet service and AT&T Digital Cable. So call
us today, and feed your need for something different.
@

Order AT&T@Home
and get
FREE INSTALLATION
and
FREE SERVICE
Until 200 1!

Sign up for any
Digital Package
and receive
FREE INSTALLATION
Plus 2 FREE MONTHS*
of Digital Service!
*2 free months includes a 3rd and 6th month credit
of $16.70 for digital service and equipment.

At&t

§Home

at&t

DIGITAL CABLE

1-888-780-HOME

1-877-824-2288

www.home.att.com

www.cable.att.com

Offer expires 10/15/00. Certain services are available separately or as part of other levelsof service, and not all servicesavailable in all areas. Youmust subscribe to Basic Service to receive other services or levelsof service. You may be
required to rent a converter and remote control for a separate charge toreceivecertain services. Installation, equipment,additional cable or data outlet,change of service, programmingaccess andother charges may apply. Franchise
fees, taxes and other fees may apply, withthe actual amount dependingon location andservices ordered. The regular monthly rate of $16.70 for Digitalservice and equipment will be appliedand credited on your 3rd and6th month bill
statements. The regularmonthlyratefor your Digital package will appear on all other billingstatements. Installation offer available only for standardinstallation for oneoutlet.
Offerof "free service"limited tostandard monthlyservice charges throughDecember 31, 2000.AfterDecember 31 2000,a regular AT&T®Home monthlyrate applies. Installation offer goodonly for a standard installation of one computer
to one dataoutlet. AT&T@Home offer available only inparticipating systems for new customers only.Not valid with any otheroffer. Actual speeds vary. Upstream data transfer speed is limited to 128 kbps. For questions about minimum
requirements and complete details about serviceand prices, call1-888-780-4663. Call AT&T Broadband for details about Digital Cableservices andprices. Access to your phone lineis required to receiveDigitalCable. AT&T@Home and
AT&T DigitalCable are not available in all areas. Pricing, programming,channel position, and content may change. Certain restrictions apply. ©2000 AT&T.All Rights Reserved. @Home and the ©ball logo are registered trademarks of,
andare used under license grantedby, At Home Corporation.

.

